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ABSTRACT
CAROLINE ELIZABETH NALL: Playing the Game in Jane Austen’s Novels
(under the direction of Dr. Erin Drew)

This thesis aims to analyze the implications of the marriage market in Jane Austen’s
novels Northanger Abbey, Sense and Sensibility and Emma. In these books, the main
focus will be on Isabella Thorpe, who is actively participating in the “game” of the
marriage market, Charlotte Palmer, who has won the “game” of marriage, and Miss
Bates, who has lost the “game” of marriage. The historical context of these situations,
taking place in eighteenth and nineteenth century England, has been taken into
account. Austen has created characters to demonstrate the many aspects of a female’s
life and how it relates to their marital status. Additionally, Austen critiques the structures
of marriage and the female experience, as a whole. Economic and social security are
the driving forces for taking part in the marriage market, and Austen has shown the
harsh realities of the English culture she experienced.
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Introduction

Jane Austen is one of the most famous novelists of the nineteenth century and
her work serves as a mirror for the structure of society during her life. She was most
famously known for her six highly regarded novels that revolve around the simplicities of
life, while quietly attacking widely held beliefs. Her pieces serve as social commentary
of the world she lived in and display a sense of irony and realism regarding the
established social and political structures that she experienced. While her books only
discussed everyday aspects of life, she found a way to make it interesting and keep her
readers engaged. Walter Scott wrote that she was able to make “commonplace things
and characters interesting from the truth of the description and the sentiment” (Scott).
She was skilled in turning the mundane into something very interesting due to her wit
and higher understanding of how English society worked. Her inspiration stemmed from
those around her, which is why her novels are of great use when looking into this time
period. The themes she implemented in her novels were relevant to the culture she
experienced and remain a source of information for the values and beliefs of this
society.
One of the main themes that connects all of her pieces is marriage and how it
influences her female characters. While she never married and fully accepted her role
as a spinster, she had seen the impacts of marriage in her own life, which is
demonstrated in her discussions of relationships. She highlighted several different
1

relationship types and used these to show the situations girls from different economic
positions could find themselves in. The majority of couples who married or were
pursuing marriage in her novels were doing it out of financial necessity, rather than love.
She emphasized the central aspect marriage took in a single person’s life, as there was
great pressure put on these people to wed. She was able to experience the
consequences of spinsterhood first-hand, and led a life filled with uncertainty due to this.
This led her to write about marriage and all of its implications, good and bad. Her
discussion of marriage has established a fundamental source to use when studying the
history of marriage throughout time.
For my thesis, I will be studying minor characters from three of Jane Austen’s
novels. I will be looking at Isabella Thorpe (a single girl in pursuit of a husband),
Charlotte Palmer (a successfully married woman), and Miss Bates (a spinster) to study
the transitions a woman makes in her life due to marriage opportunities and the effects
of these outcomes. I am interested in how these women perform their role in society
and how they have situated themselves in a world favoring men. The ultimate goal for
women in Jane Austen’s time was to find a husband that would be able to give support
and stability, so they did not have to face the harsh realities of being a spinster and deal
with the prejudice that comes along with that.
In some ways, marriage is seen as a game for Austen’s characters, and if they
lose they will typically fall from their place in society, but if they win they will be able to
possess security and live knowing that they will be provided for. Many of her characters
are more concerned with the financial aspect of marriage, instead of a desire for love,
which resulted in many unhappy marriages. While marriage had many benefits for a
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woman, the process leading up to marriage made many women behave selfishly and
competitively against other women. There were many evils that stemmed from the
marriage market that Austen wrote about, but she showed that it was important to
succeed here, rather than face the perils of a spinster like herself.
In the eighteenth century, middle and upper-class marriages were driven by the
need for financial security, rather than love. It was accepted by women as the easiest
way to alleviate financial strain and provide security. Marriage was the only way for a
woman to complete the main goal given to her, which was to produce children. Even
though there were some drawbacks of marrying for security only, it was seen as a
necessary evil. One critic stated that “marriage is presented as effectively the only path
to female respectability, so that even those who recognize its drawbacks opt for it,
focusing their attention on when, whom, and how to wed” (Lanser 302). Women
understood the repercussions of not marrying, and were driven to marry to avoid this.
This created a “game” mentality, in which women were determined to beat other women
to marrying the most successful man, ultimately winning the game. There were many
guidelines a woman had to follow to be considered marriage-worthy. These include the
way she handled herself in public, limiting her speech to only what was necessary and
treating men as superior beings. If they were not able to master all that was expected of
them by suitors, then they would not receive a marriage proposal; this led to women
shaping themselves into what was seen as the ideal woman, even if they were far from
it.
One way that women shaped themselves into the ideal woman was through
education under a governess or at a finishing school. At these schools women learned
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skills such as reading, playing the piano, and making art. Literacy was used to
distinguish between classes of women, so it was an important skill to know, even if they
never picked up a book. The other two skills were used to show themselves off to
eligible bachelors without having to say a word. Men typically admired silence in a
woman, and these skills were perfect for drawing attention, but not seeming too
talkative. It was written by Maria Edgeworth in 1798 that
accomplishments, it seems, are valuable, as being the objects of universal
admiration. Some accomplishments have another species of value, as they are
tickets of admission to fashionable company. Accomplishments have another,
and a higher species of value, as they are supposed to increase a young lady’s
chance of a prize in the matrimonial lottery (Hill 60).
Wealthier girls were brought up learning these skills, so they appeared genuine, unlike
girls who lacked education and had to teach themselves how to be proper. Education
served as a way to effortlessly gain a husband, even though the skills that were taught
were focused on superficial matters.
The result of not being able to find a partner was spinsterhood, which had terrible
outcomes and connotations. If a woman was not married by her late twenties then she
was an assumed spinster or “old maid,” who took on the hardships of this role. One
expert stated that “the 1851 census…recorded that there were just over 1 million
unmarried women aged over 25 in Britain” (Green 512). This fate was not uncommon
and the ramifications could be extreme. Bridget Hill wrote of spinsterhood - “it was not
just the disgrace and the shame of failing to get a husband, but their denial by society of
any identity” (Hill 229). Single women did not have a place where they belonged in
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society, so they typically just became family caretakers. They were viewed as not
completing their one role as a woman, which is why the beliefs regarding spinsters were
typically negative.
This thesis is comprised of three chapters, each building on the previous to show
the difficulties women faced on the marriage market. The first chapter revolves around
Isabella Thorpe from Northanger Abbey and her battle with the established system.
During the entirety of the novel, Isabella is aggressively playing the “game” of gaining
long-term security through a profitable marriage. To understand the desperation she
feels to marry well, it is important to understand that the highest expectation for a
woman was to marry and have children. Isabella was at a financial disadvantage,
compared to the girls she was competing with, which forced her to decide between
actively competing for marriage or accepting her fate as a spinster. She used
manipulation and deception to attempt to create a lasting relationship. Once she had
secured an engagement, she rejected it in hopes for a proposal from a more wealthy
gentleman, showing her greed. Her rejection of James Morland demonstrated the
longing Isabella had to raise herself from her economic position as much as possible,
which was not looked on fondly by Austen’s society. After expanding on Isabella’s
actions and the results of these, I will compare her to Catherine Morland, who did not
realize that a “game” was being played, but still managed to marry someone with a
higher social status. Society favored women who were naive to the underhandedness of
the marriage market, even though this could have led to more severe consequences
than the women who understood how to play the game faced.
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In my second chapter, I will be looking at Charlotte Palmer from Sense and
Sensibility and her success on the marriage market. Charlotte came from a family that
was wealthy enough to provide education for her at a finishing school, which allowed
her to acquire all the skills necessary to secure a husband of status. While she did not
understand the “game” she was taking part in, she was provided all the skills that would
ensure her marital success. After her marriage, she was able to reap all the benefits of
married life such as financial security, becoming a mom and doing as she pleased. The
skills she had been taught during her earlier years in boarding school were no longer
useful, as her purpose for them had already been completed; this shows how superficial
courting was during this time and is the reason for the lack of compatible marriages
throughout Austen’s novels. While Charlotte is a constant source of happiness, her
marriage is not the cause of it. She and Mr. Palmer are different in almost all aspects
and he treats her with no respect or kindness. While she is the perfect example for
someone who won the “game” of marriage, her relationship with her husband is far from
perfect, demonstrating the problems with this system. After completing my section on
Charlotte Palmer, I will compare her to Lucy Steele, who lacked the proper education
and financial standing that Charlotte had. Lucy was at an immediate disadvantage due
to the situation she was born into and tries to make up for it through manipulation and
aggressively playing the “game.” Understanding the system of the marriage market was
seen as disgraceful and women who actively pursued prospects were ridiculed
extensively.
In the third chapter of my thesis, I will be discussing Miss Bates in Emma, who
failed on the marriage market and has to face negative consequences because of it.
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Miss Bates was the daughter of a clergyman, so she began her life in a relatively high
social position, which made her fall from society more severe. Her inability to marry
forced her into spinsterhood, which led her to rely on other community members for
protection. Miss Bates had to forfeit her agency and accept her role as the town’s
charity case, so that she could survive in a world that neglected spinsters. As the
daughter of a highly respected gentlemen, her community ensures she is taken care of,
so she did not have to feel the full effects of her failure to marry. Although she had to
deal with many uncomfortable realities due to this position, she fully accepted her
position in the community with kindness and humility. This acceptance allowed her to
enjoy the greatest benefits that a spinster could hope for. While she has a higher level
of respect and friends than the typical spinster, we know that her situation is perilous
and she could lose all she has at any time. If the people in her town decide that she
does not deserve their protection, then she would be left to fend for herself and, as she
has no money, she would not be able to survive. After using Miss Bates to prove the
importance of marriage for the majority of single women, I will look at Emma, who is a
rare exception to this rule, as she has the agency to decide if she wants to marry. She
differs from Miss Bates due to her economic situation, which has given her freedom to
do as she pleases. While the marital system that was implemented has many
shortcomings, it is necessary for women who need financial security.
Through this thesis, I am attempting to show how marriage in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century was a necessary evil for women, and how they had to conform to a
strict system of behavior in order to succeed, or face the severe consequences of
spinsterhood. By looking at three characters with different relationship statuses, I will
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show that there is not a perfect marital situation, no matter how well you play the
“game.” There is, however, a conventionally accepted way to play the game, and
women who diverged from this were reprimanded and accumulated disfavor from
society; this includes women who were unable to marry, by not competently playing the
“game,” and women who treated marriage as a prize to be earned. Women were at a
severe disadvantage in this society, and only the fortunate could escape unscathed.
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Chapter I: Isabella Thorpe’s Pursuit

Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey, written in 1803, makes a statement regarding
the difficulties women of the eighteenth century faced in finding a suitor. The theme of
marriage exists in all of Austen’s novels, further proving the emphasis that society
placed on young girls to find a husband. As a spinster herself, Austen experienced the
pressure placed on most young women to marry, so that they were not looked on as a
disgrace and failure. The single women of this time knew this fear a little too well, and
this ultimately pushed women to behave quite differently than they would without the
harsh societal expectations. One woman who represents the reality of this situation is
Austen’s character, Isabella Thorpe. Her attitude towards the system put before her is
that she has no choice but to give it all she has and try to conform to what is expected
of her, yet she is not successful in this endeavor. Isabella, in Northanger Abbey, is an
example of someone playing the “game” of trying to get a husband, but Austen shows
that the methods she uses cause harm to the people around her and are not considered
acceptable by society.
I will begin by examining the expectations reserved for women to be considered
marriage-worthy during the eighteenth century in order to show the main goal that
Isabella is trying to reach. The following section will revolve around the role Isabella
fulfills in society and how her single status affects her. After this, I will be discussing how
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the need for a husband strongly influences the actions and words of Isabella. Following
this, I will be looking at what Isabella’s sincere desperation for the attention of a
successful partner demonstrates about the culture she exists in and how this had
impacted many women in her position. I will be concluding my argument by comparing
Catherine and Isabella to explain why Catherine’s way of finding a partner is deemed
acceptable by the narrator, while Isabella is chastened for her attempts to gain the
attention of a suitor.
In the eighteenth century, the main expectation for women was to marry and
have children. This strict belief system influenced many women in a way that led them
to take drastic measures to secure a husband. During this time, women were expected
to encompass the traits laid out by Bridget Hill, which were “modesty, restraint, passivity,
compliance, submission, delicacy and, most important of all, chastity.” While many
people question why women would allow themselves to be subjected to this strict
system of behavior, Hill put this into context by stating, “by those women anxious to
establish their new social status, this role was eagerly accepted as a means to
differentiate themselves from women of an inferior social status.” (Hill 17). Women felt
they had to follow the guidelines of what was considered acceptable because they
wanted to be seen as valuable by members of the opposite sex. The only way these
women would be able to have a stable future was through marriage, so they took on the
role that was expected of them and did not question it.
Women had every detail of their lives ridiculed and had guidelines for every
minuscule aspect of themselves and their actions. Conduct books were the main form of
control used to dictate how the lives of women were shaped. Through this, men were
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able to force women into submission, so they could maintain their level of control over
them. Linda Gill stated that,
The women men valued most highly, these conduct books more than implied,
were internally motivated subjects who understood their Christian duty was to
submit to and validate their husbands. At the same time, conduct books also
carved out the domestic space as the woman’s space to control (Gill 39).
Women understood that in order to marry they must behave the way men expected
them to and should not deviate from the norms set in place. The measures that society
went to in order to control even the slightest actions of women was shown in Reverend
Wilkes’ A Letter of Genteel and Moral Advice to a Young Lady, which stated “Leaning,
and lolling, are often interpreted to various disadvantages. I presume, no lady would be
seen to put her hand under her neck-handkerchief in company” (Wilkes 212). When
looking into the values and expectations that women were held to, it is no surprise that
Isabella lacked authenticity. She had to change who she was in order to try to fit herself
to this high set of expectations, which produced many negative consequences. As she
did not have the means that many other girls had, she was aware that the only way she
would obtain a husband was to strive to fulfill all of the ideal characteristics, and fully
attempted this.
The economic situation that Isabella and her family find themselves in is the
influencer of her drive to forge a relationship with a man in a higher social position. Her
determination to marry above her means is displayed through her interactions with the
single gentlemen around her and rejection of one suitor in favor of a more wealthy one.
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Her expectations for her engagement with James Morland were superficial and
demonstrated as follows:
She saw herself at the end of a few weeks, the gaze and admiration of every new
acquaintance at Fullerton, the envy of every valued old friend in Putney, with a
carriage at her command, a new name on her tickets, and a brilliant exhibition of
hoop rings on her finger. (Austen 132).
Her excitement revolved around the envy of others and the addition of material goods
under her control. Through this it is clear that she longed for items that her family was
not wealthy enough to afford, and her goal in marrying James Morland was to raise her
position in society. Instead of joy at marrying someone who had many attractive
personality traits, she was only concerned with how the marriage would affect her in
superficial ways.
After discovering she was incorrect about the wealth of James, the following
conversation between Isabella and her mother took place:
”Mr. Morland has behaved vastly handsome indeed,” said the gentle Mrs.
Thorpe, looking anxiously at her daughter. “I only wish I could do as much. One
could not expect more from him, you know. If he finds he can do more by and by,
I dare say he will, for I am sure he must be an excellent good-hearted man. Four
hundred is but a small income to begin on indeed, but your wishes, my dear
Isabella, are so moderate, you do not consider how little you ever want, my dear.”
“It is not on my own account I wish for more; but I cannot bear to be the means of
injuring my dear Morland, making him sit down upon an income hardly enough to
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find one in the common necessaries of life. For myself, it is nothing; I never think
of myself.” (Austen 145).
While the pair are talking and underplaying their true displeasure, their feelings are
evident. The women are very unhappy about the small income that will be given to
James, as they were hoping to increase their status, due to Isabella’s marriage. Mrs.
Thorpe said that the income that was given to James was very small, and yet she was
unable to even match this amount, which shows that they were far from wealthy, but still
had lofty expectations for Isabella’s marriage. Isabella would not settle for a marriage
that did not raise her status significantly, which was influenced by her mother’s beliefs
that she needed more to live on. Quickly after her discovery of the small income she
would be receiving, Isabella began coming up with excuses for why she did not feel like
it was proper to marry James. She made it seem like she was making this decision to
benefit him, but she is ultimately only concerned with herself and will not settle for a
marriage that does not meet her high expectations.
Isabella’s main focus is to find a successful gentleman to ask for her hand in
marriage; due to her financial background her attraction on the marriage market is
mitigated. She is desperate to marry well because she wants to increase her status, so
it is fitting that someone with greater economic success would not want to marry her
and limit or decrease their social status. It is evident that she does not come from a
wealthy family, but wants to move up the ladder by marrying someone above her class.
At one point,
Mrs. Morland quickly dispatched all that she felt on the score of James's
disappointment. “We are sorry for him,” said she; “but otherwise there is no harm
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done in the match going off; for it could not be a desirable thing to have him
engaged to a girl whom we had not the smallest acquaintance with, and who was
so entirely without fortune; and now, after such behaviour, we cannot think at all
well of her” (Austen 269).
Through this statement, the Morlands' are shown to be in better financial standing than
the Thorpe’s, so if James had married Isabella, that would not have been looked on
favorably for the Morlands'. Every parent during this time longed for their child to marry
someone who could provide something for them to further their place in society, which is
clear in both Mrs. Thorpe and Mrs. Morlands’ actions. While Isabella would have gained
a great deal more respect and affluence, James had nothing to inherit from her, and
ended up benefitting from her quick loss of interest in him. She understands that she
does not have much to offer in a marriage, which is the reason for her devious tactics
that divert the attention from her less prosperous circumstances.
Being someone wholly focused on future prospects and their distinctions in
society, it is not surprising that Isabella was quick to notice the successful men around
her and eagerly lent her attention to them. While Isabella was in the process of
captivating James, she met Captain Tilney, who claimed even greater wealth than the
former. As someone who was adamant on attaching herself to the most economically
secure man she could, she quickly became interested in Captain Tilney. From
Catherine’s perspective,
It seemed to her that Captain Tilney was falling in love with Isabella, and Isabella
unconsciously encouraging him; unconsciously it must be, for Isabella's
attachment to James was as certain and well acknowledged as her engagement.
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To doubt her truth or good intentions was impossible; and yet, during the whole of
their conversation her manner had been odd. She wished Isabella had talked
more like her usual self, and not so much about money, and had not looked so
well pleased at the sight of Captain Tilney” (Austen 159).
Since this is from Catherine’s perspective, the reader understands that Isabella was, in
fact, encouraging the flirty behavior of Captain Tilney, hoping that this would lead to a
better engagement than the one she already had. As someone who comes from a less
prominent background, society has instilled in her that her main goal should be focusing
on marrying the man who has the most resources and will lift her to a position much
higher than her own. This influenced her decision to give up one man who could provide
a great deal for her, in exchange for someone who was more wealthy; this
demonstrates her greed. For Isabella, who did not have the same level of wealth as the
men she was pursuing, the loss of both James and Captain Tilney was detrimental to
her future prospects and hopes of marrying above her means.
As a woman of the eighteenth century, Thorpe’s hope for security resides in her
ability to marry. This, in itself, places a great deal of stress on her to find a partner to
care for her. While economic security is evidently important to Isabella, this is not the
only type of refuge she is striving for. One aspect of life that Isabella seems quite fond of
is the sociability that she partakes in whenever she has the opportunity. From how
quickly she latched on to Catherine, it is clear that she longs for the presence of others
and is desperate to keep this up through whatever means necessary. Her need for
companionship is shown through the lines
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The progress of the friendship between Catherine and Isabella was quick as its
beginning had been warm, and they passed so rapidly through every gradation of
increasing tenderness that there was shortly no fresh proof of it to be given to
their friends or themselves. They called each other by their Christian name, were
always arm in arm when they walked, pinned up each other's train for the dance,
and were not to be divided in the set (Austen 32).
While Isabella and Catherine have quite a lot of differences in personality, Isabella
ignores this for the sheer pleasure that having an acquaintance around her age gives
her. While she is a young woman, this type of behavior is acceptable and even
encouraged, but the truth is that as she gets older and remains unmarried she will lose
the privilege of being able to socialize with others on equal terms, and will be looked
down on by most people around her for not marrying. Throughout the lengthy
descriptions of the balls and those who are in attendance, one type of person that is
never mentioned is an older, unmarried woman. Isabella understands the harsh realities
of the world she is living in, and knows that to avoid the brunt of society’s judgment, she
must find a wealthy, respectable husband.
Another aspect of her life that Isabella is liable to lose without a successful
partner is the control she possesses over her own life to do as she pleases. While
marriage during the eighteenth century did require women to submit many of their
powers to their husbands, without these men they would not have the means to partake
in most activities. From the way Isabella acts and speaks, her control over how she
spends her time is shown to be an important part of her life. When she speaks to others,
she tends to change the topic of the conversation to whatever she is interested in
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talking about, which is just one example of the power she executes over others. While
she is talking to Catherine about Henry Tilney, someone she does not have great
interest in, she says,
“Oh, horrid! Am I never to be acquainted with him? How do you like my gown? I
think it does not look amiss; the sleeves were entirely my own thought. Do you
know, I get so immoderately sick of Bath; your brother and I were agreeing this
morning that, though it is vastly well to be here for a few weeks, we would not live
here for millions. We soon found out that our tastes were exactly alike in
preferring the country to every other place; really, our opinions were so exactly
the same, it was quite ridiculous!” (Austen 75).
Her quick shift of conversation from something that Catherine is talking about to
something Isabella is interested in shows her tendency to focus on herself and what
brings her the greatest happiness. Susan Zlotnick explains the need for control Isabella
possesses by saying,
A young woman with no fortune and with only a tenuous grasp on gentility,
Isabella knows she must sell herself, so she earnestly labors to exert some
control over her life as a commodity by imagining herself as both merchant and
merchandise. (Zlotnick 44).
Isabella is concerned with planning her life to be what is perfect for her, and due to her
full attention being reserved for herself, she lacks the ability to understand the feelings
of others. In order to give herself the greatest advantage at finding a mate, she feels like
she must always be calculating her next step, as she does not want to lose the “game.”
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She is so worried about not obtaining a marriage and losing any power she might have,
that she lacks the ability to create genuine relationships.
While she enjoys having a say over what she does, when she interacts with men
of importance she is able to hide this and act like they are making the decisions. She
does this because, during this time, men were expected to be in charge of all situations
and women were expected to follow their lead. When she is talking to Catherine, she
says, “My dear creature, I am afraid I must leave you, your brother is so amazingly
impatient to begin; I know you will not mind my going away, and I dare say John will be
back in a moment, and then you may easily find me out” (Austen 52). Isabella is trying
to say that James is the one pushing her to go and dance, but from what the reader
knows of her manipulativeness it is easy to assume they are dancing because that is
what she wanted. She uses her power to get what she wants, but also knows how to
make it seem like she had no influence in the decisions of others. While she does have
the means to make her own decisions at the present time, if she does not find a mate
then she will lose any control she had and will be forced to succumb to the will of others.
Unmarried women from lower class families were not able to make their own decisions,
because they did not have any way to support themselves and had to rely on others.
Isabella is a smart young woman who realizes this scary truth, and it makes sense that
she is going to do whatever she needs to do to avoid giving up her control.
Another reason for her apparent desperation in seeking a partner is because she
is getting older and there is only a small window for women to be considered worthy of
marriage. The reader is told that Catherine Morland is seventeen years old and that
“Miss Thorpe, however, being four years older than Miss Morland, and at least four
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years better informed, had a very decided advantage in discussing such points” which
puts her around the age of twenty-one (Austen 28). During the eighteenth century this
was close to the typical age for a woman to be married, or at least have a serious
prospect for marriage. One article states that, “For example, in the late eighteenth
century, spinsters at Charlton married at about 22” (Outhwaite 59). While Isabella did
not have access to these statistics, she was able to observe other girls around her age
getting married and, presumably, she realized that she did not have much longer on the
marriage market. This realization likely made her very desperate to find a suitable
partner and quickly, which influenced her very forward actions and attachment to
multiple men. She had no control over the age that men found favorable in women, so
she had to adjust her actions accordingly, in order to marry successfully.
As a result of these consequences, Isabella acts in a displeasing way and
ultimately puts herself before anyone. One way this is shown is through her deception
and dishonesty. Her intention when socializing is to please those around her and say
what others expect to hear, but still get away with doing what she wants to do,
regardless of what she has said. At one point she says to James,
“I shall not speak another word to you all the rest of the evening; so I charge you
not to expect it. My sweetest Catherine, how have you been this long age? But I
need not ask you, for you look delightfully”…Isabella smiled incredulously and
talked the rest of the evening to James (Austen 74).
During this scene, she is trying to make Catherine feel special by saying she will direct
all her attention towards Catherine for the night, but once she has complimented her,
she is disinterested and reverts to doing what she said she would not do. Through this,
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she was also attempting to invoke jealousy from James, because she said she was not
going to pay him any attention; once she sees her tactic had no effect on him, she goes
back to conversing with him. Her disingenuous behavior stems from the fear society has
instilled in her, and all women in her place, that if she chooses to do what pleases her,
then she will not be accepted. Her need to do what she wants, while trying to meet
society’s rigid expectations of women has forced her to behave in a way that comes off
as manipulative.
Her shrewd actions are the result of her need for approval from the men around
her, as well, and this negatively impacts the people close to her. During this time, there
were many traits that women were expected to possess, and because many girls, like
Isabella, did not embody all of these traits, they had to portray themselves differently, to
appear marriage-worthy. This system was not effective, as it encouraged women to act
like completely different people until they had secured a man. During one scene,
When they arrived at Mrs. Allen's door, the astonishment of Isabella was hardly to
be expressed, on finding that it was too late in the day for them to attend her
friend into the house: “Past three o'clock!” It was inconceivable, incredible,
impossible! And she would neither believe her own watch, nor her brother's, nor
the servant's; she would believe no assurance of it founded on reason or reality,
till Morland produced his watch, and ascertained the fact; to have doubted a
moment longer then would have been equally inconceivable, incredible, and
impossible (Austen 70).
Her dramatization of the situation was driven by her interest in seeing the type of watch
James owned, which would give her an idea of the economic situation he was in. She
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refused to accept the time, even after ample evidence, and this was because she had
one intention that was far from what she had stated. Her inability to express her feelings
and curiosity of the watch James had led her to act out of character. Women were not
able to speak their minds freely, so had to think of creative ways to get what they
wanted, which leads to relationships filled with dishonesty.
Persuasion was another tactic adopted by Isabella in order to get what she
wanted, and when she faced rejection, her true personality shone through. She worked
hard to cultivate her second persona that exemplified all the traits of a proper woman,
but when something went awry, she was quick to revert back to her original self. When
Catherine did not want to go on a carriage ride with Isabella and their brothers,
Isabella became only more and more urgent, calling on her in the most
affectionate manner, addressing her by the most endearing names… But all in
vain;…Isabella then tried another method. She reproached her with having more
affection for Miss Tilney, though she had known her so little a while, than for her
best and oldest friends, with being grown cold and indifferent, in short, towards
herself. “I cannot help being jealous, Catherine, when I see myself slighted for
strangers, I, who love you so excessively!” (Austen 108).
She tried to convince Catherine to do what she wanted by being kind to her, but was
quick to shift gears to another mode of persuasion when she realized the first attempt
was not successful. This quick change in personality shows her need to have everything
progress according to her plan, and when this does not happen, she is willing to use
guilt as a means to succeed. Even Catherine, who is a very tolerant person, saw this
behavior from Isabella as “ungenerous and selfish, regardless of everything but her own
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gratification” (Austen 109). Isabella’s intention to control Catherine’s decisions is
understood in the context of the amount of power women had over their own lives
during this time. It was not considered proper to go on carriage rides or any other
activity alone with a single man. Isabella understood this was not appropriate, but felt it
necessary to spend time with James, which furthered her insistence on Catherine
accompanying the group. Her reasoning for wanting Catherine to join is very selfish and
stems from her need to always put herself before others. This level of desperation was
required in order for Isabella to fight for what she wanted, which is what many women
had to do during this time. They had no say in most of their actions, so they had to go to
extensive measures to succeed in marriage. This resulted in Isabella being overly
manipulative and hurting other people as a response to her need to have a say in what
she can participate in.
Her behavior is also influenced by her need to secure a partner and was
demonstrated in her constant perusal of men, but playing it off like she was not
partaking in this activity. This continual distraction led her to put herself before all others
and hurt the potential companionate relationships she could have developed. At one
point, Isabella pulled Catherine in pursuit of two young men, but made it seem like the
men were the ones following them and it was sarcastically said that, “so pure and
uncoquettish were her feelings, that, though they overtook and passed the two
offending young men in Milsom Street, she was so far from seeking to attract their
notice, that she looked back at them only three times” (Austen 46). Even though, at this
point, she was with an eligible bachelor, she still could not lose the opportunity to
attempt to get the attention of the these two men that she knew nothing about. Her
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desperation to be noticed by all males controls her actions, and she is never truly
unconcerned about the thoughts the men around her have about her. She expects the
attention of everyone, and does not know how to handle being ignored by anyone.
Society had influenced the way she thought about the search for a marriage partner,
and it was evident in her constant obsessive behavior of all the men she saw as eligible.
Her intrigue of all men forced her to miss giving her full attention to one relationship,
which negatively influenced her chance for a husband.
One of the main times her need for a suitable marriage had severe negative
consequences for herself and many people who associate themselves with her is when
she does not honor her first engagement, in hopes of a better proposal. Immediately
after Isabella discovered that James was to only inherit an income of four hundred, she
fought for the notice of Captain Tilney, knowing his wealth was much more substantial.
She ended up alienating James, and telling him that she would not marry him, giving up
her best chance for a suitable future. An earlier sign of her fickleness in regards to a
partner came after Isabella had discovered the small dowry that James would receive if
they were to marry was when she was speaking about James to Catherine and said,
“Psha! My dear creature,” she replied, “do not think me such a simpleton as to be
always wanting to confine him to my elbow. It would be hideous to be always
together; we should be the jest of the place… Catherine, looking up, perceived
Captain Tilney; and Isabella, earnestly fixing her eye on him as she spoke, soon
caught his notice. He approached immediately, and took the seat to which her
movements invited him. His first address made Catherine start. Though spoken
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low, she could distinguish, “What! Always to be watched, in person or by
proxy!” (Austen 153).
Before her knowledge of James’ small income, she was attached to him at all times that
they were together, but after she found out she chided Catherine for expecting them to
always be together. There was a complete change in her demeanor when she
discovered that James did not possess the funds she was searching for in a partner.
Her gaze towards Captain Tilney was a clear call for him to come over to her, or he
would not have moved with such haste. She claimed his attention quickly and was
leading a conversation that would have been considered far from appropriate for an
engaged woman of the eighteenth century. Her desire for a wealthy husband, who could
provide a stable life for her, made her act in an unsuitable manner and showed the
greedy side of her personality. This need for a successful husband was engrained into
many women’s brains and she was clearly no different, and this societal expectation
caused her to act inappropriately.
The desperation that Isabella experiences due to her need for a partner that
exceeds or matches her societal status says a great deal about the pressures many
women of the eighteenth century had to face. Her aggressive behavior when striving to
find a potential suitor on the marriage market makes it evident that the amount of
wealthy men was severely limited at the time, or there would have been no reason to
fight that hard for the attention of the gentlemen around her. During this time, marriage
could be seen as an economic transaction and women had to compete for the most
positive “transaction” possible. Austen writes that,
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Everybody acquainted with Bath may remember the difficulties of crossing Cheap
Street at this point; it is indeed a street of so impertinent a nature, so
unfortunately connected with the great London and Oxford roads, and the
principal inn of the city, that a day never passes in which parties of ladies,
however important their business, whether in quest of pastry, millinery, or even
(as in the present case) of young men, are not detained on one side or other by
carriages, horsemen, or carts (Austen 42).
The juxtaposition that Austen uses to compare men to material goods shows that
women are hunting for men in the same way they are shopping for a new dress.
Isabella is always concerned about which women are wearing the nicest outfits and how
she can mimic their attire in the same way she compares all men, in order to determine
the best one. Her interests are not in a sustainable marriage that will give her
happiness, but rather trying to claim a man for his merits and what he can provide for
her. This mindset prevailed in the lives of many women, as it was instilled in them from
all aspects of life.
Another takeaway from Isabella’s behavior and the way she tries to cover up the
negative aspects of her personality is that there was an unspoken, but strict set of
guidelines that women of the time were expected to adhere to. One of these traits that
she attempts to cover up when in the company of men is her shallow demeanor, that is
highlighted when in conversation with Catherine. When Catherine and Isabella are
discussing men, Isabella says,
“Oh! They give themselves such airs. They are the most conceited creatures in
the world, and think themselves of so much importance! By the by, though I have
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thought of it a hundred times, I have always forgot to ask you what is your
favourite complexion in a man. Do you like them best dark or fair?… I prefer light
eyes, and as to complexion—do you know—I like a sallow better than any other.”
(Austen 39).
The fact that she has a particular appearance of a man that she prefers shows that her
interests are placed in superficial aspects of life. Many of her conversations with
Catherine show the lack of depth that she possesses, as she only speaks of trivial
matters and the appearance of others. Many men preferred for a woman to have more
substance than this, as they wanted a companion in marriage with which they could
carry a conversation, and not just someone that was concerned with the way things
looked. During one scene, when Catherine is listening to a conversation between
Captain Tilney and Isabella, she thought to herself,
To doubt her truth or good intentions was impossible; and yet, during the whole of
their conversation her manner had been odd. She wished Isabella had talked
more like her usual self, and not so much about money, and had not looked so
well pleased at the sight of Captain Tilney. How strange that she should not
perceive his admiration! Catherine longed to give her a hint of it, to put her on her
guard, and prevent all the pain which her too lively behaviour might otherwise
create both for him and her brother. (Austen 159)
Catherine was quick to notice the change Isabella made in herself when talking to an
eligible bachelor, but could not understand the cause of her conversation. Isabella
discusses finances with Captain Tilney, in order to keep him interested in the
conversation and show that she had the capabilities to discuss serious matters. Linda
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Gill wrote that, “Isabella’s narratives all work to commodify herself as an object of great
value in order to attract the interest of a well-heeled and highly placed husband.” (Gill
44). She knew that men appreciated being able to hold conversations with depth, so this
was her attempt at gaining his attention and captivating him. During this time, women
would try to cover up their lack of intellect by showing off their other strengths or
pointing the conversation topics towards the interest of the man, as Isabella did here.
The realization that spinsterhood is a legitimate possibility leads to a significant
amount of fear in women of the time and this influences many of them, like Isabella, to
act irrationally and selfishly to try to marry. During this time, spinsterhood was only seen
in a negative context and the women who were forced into this category were viewed as
failures and as a disgrace to society. For the majority of women, marriage was the only
way to secure a happy future, which is why many women like Isabella were desperate
for marriage, despite the lack of knowledge about who the men really were. When
Catherine was telling Isabella about Henry Tilney, Isabella “liked him the better for being
a clergyman, “for she must confess herself very partial to the profession”; and
something like a sigh escaped her as she said it.” (Austen 31). Isabella’s fondness for
certain professions that a man of interest partakes in, was influenced by whom she
hoped to attract and had nothing to do with the profession itself. Her knowledge that
James intended to be a clergyman led her to tell Catherine how much she admired the
profession, even though her answer would change depending on the profession of her
suitor. As she was in the process of pursuing James Morland, she felt that
complimenting him to his family would help her case, showing the manipulative tactics
she was willing to partake in. This also reflected the surface-level attraction established
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by the shallow values that Isabella possessed, which mirrored the scary fate that many
relationships in this time were subject to.
Due to the situation that most women of the time, like Isabella, found themselves
in, they had a tendency to constantly compare themselves to the women around them
to see who they appeared better than or worse than, and this behavior led to women
competing with other women in order to outdo them. This constant comparison forced
women to always be conscious of the way they were perceived and led them to alter
their outward appearances and behaviors to conform to what was considered normal. At
one point, Isabella said, “But, my dearest Catherine, have you settled what to wear on
your head tonight? I am determined at all events to be dressed exactly like you. The
men take notice of that sometimes, you know.” (Austen 38). Her need to mimic
Catherine exemplifies this comparison that women make to other women and shows a
lack of individuality. No woman wanted to dress in a way that made them stand out to
others, but wanted to adhere to the “uniform” expected of women at each social
gathering. In opposition of her earlier interest in copying the headwear of Catherine,
Isabella said, “Anne Mitchell had tried to put on a turban like mine, as I wore it the week
before at the concert, but made wretched work of it—it happened to become my odd
face, I believe, at least Tilney told me so at the time, and said every eye was upon
me” (Austen 245). She was quick to tear a woman down for wearing something similar
to what she did, and through this action she was putting herself on a pedestal in order to
feel superior. Even though she had been completely fine with wearing the same apparel
as Catherine, when someone decided to copy her she had to make it clear that she
wore it better. This feeling of always being in competition with other women was a direct
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cause of the stress society put on them to be better than others and limited the chance
of sincere friendships between other women.
Throughout Northanger Abbey Isabella is harshly ridiculed by the narrator for her
attempt to marry, while Catherine avoids all attacks even though she is is in the same
position as Isabella and is also trying to find a potential suitor; this makes it clear that
Jane Austen considers some ways of attaching men as acceptable, while others are far
from it. One reason Catherine’s actions are deemed acceptable, while Isabella’s are not
is because she does not realize the effects of conversing with men. After Isabella
wanted to copy Catherine’s headpiece because she wanted men to notice her, the
response in return was that, ““But it does not signify if they do,” said Catherine, very
innocently.” (Austen 38). Catherine does not realize Isabella’s intentions to draw the
attention of as many men as possible, as she is not someone who is obsessed with her
image or the way she is perceived. This is one of Isabella’s flaws, as she is concerned
about people noticing and admiring her, which is not an attractive trait.
Catherine has pure intentions with all of her actions and does not realize that
there is a “game” being played by Isabella to acquire the best man. At one point,
Catherine, observing that Isabella's eyes were continually bent towards one door
or the other, as in eager expectation, and remembering how often she had been
falsely accused of being arch, thought the present a fine opportunity for being
really so; and therefore gaily said, “Do not be uneasy, Isabella, James will soon
be here.” (Austen 153).
Catherine tended to only think highly of her friend, and because of this, she missed
Isabella flirting with men that were not James. Through her conclusion that Isabella was
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anxious to see James, Catherine was oblivious to what was actually happening. This
oblivion is what was looked on fondly, as she was not taking part in the hunt for a
husband, and did not expect anyone else to be doing this either. The novel is making a
statement on how girls were looked on favorably if they did not understand the harsh
system that society had set up for these single women, but just accepted their fate.
Kelly Coyne wrote that, “just as Catherine is oblivious to the intentions of the threatening
but “knowing-looking coachman,” she remains unaware of the dangers that occupy the
courtship practices in which she and Isabella engage.” (Coyne 1). While Isabella
planned out all of her actions, Catherine was naive and did not understand the
underlying motives of others. This typically resulted in a no-win situation for girls,
because if they did not know they were participating in a game they were more likely to
not perform the right moves; this would result in a loss of interest from potential suitors,
as these women were not going out of their way to gain a man’s affections. Catherine is
seen as more sincere, due to her genuine spirit, but this spirit is what, potentially, could
have resulted in her being a spinster. There is no way for a woman to truly win the game
of marriage in this society, as they will always be looked on reproachfully for trying to
attract a man, like Isabella, or suffer severe consequences due to not artfully playing the
game.
Another moment when Catherine’s oblivion to the underhanded intentions of
others is evident when she is watching Captain Tilney ask Isabella to dance. Henry
Tilney says to Catherine,
‘’Shall I indeed? Do you really desire it? But you are not aware of the
consequences; it will involve you in a very cruel embarrassment, and certainly
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bring on a disagreement between us. ‘No, no; it shall not do either; I am not
afraid.’… ‘Well, then, I only meant that your attributing my brother’s wish of
dancing with Miss Thorpe to good nature alone convinced me of your being
superior in good nature yourself to all the rest of the world.’’ (Austen 141-142).
Catherine did not realize that Captain Tilney did not care that Isabella was engaged and
neither did Isabella. She did not realize people would have insincere motives, because
she was sincere with all of her words and actions. Henry Tilney saw this side of
Catherine and realized she was not like the other women he had encountered and
praised her for her pure mind. Henry praising Catherine showed that men preferred for
women to not realize they were partaking in a “game” to find the best partner, but this
lack of knowledge is what led to many women not being able to marry. Catherine was
admired for her innocence because this translated into being genuine, which is what
Isabella could not afford to be.
Another big difference between the two girls is the lack of manipulation of
Catherine’s part, in stark contrast to Isabella’s constant need of having everything go
accordingly to her plan. The narrator compares the two by saying,
Catherine could not tell a falsehood even to please Isabella; but the latter was
spared the misery of her friend's dissenting voice, by not waiting for her answer.
Her own feelings entirely engrossed her; her wretchedness was most acute on
finding herself obliged to go directly home. (Austen 71).
Catherine does what is proper in all situations, even if this does not elevate her status,
like when she tells her friend the truth even though she does not want to hear it. She
has a good heart and wants to do what is right, which is looked on favorably by the
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narrator, and most likely society, in general. Isabella, on the other hand, was
characterized as someone who was fully self-absorbed and could not handle a situation
rationally. Her self-absorption contrasted with Catherine’s kind and honest nature
exemplify the favor placed on Catherine and the harsh judgments reserved for Isabella.
Through the ridicule and backlash that Isabella receives from the narrator, there is a
clear right and wrong way to conduct yourself and establish relationships with men, and
Isabella goes about it the wrong way.
Overall, Isabella is shown to be a character who gains minimal respect from the
society she is in, because she realizes the dire situation she could be in if she does not
find a husband, and chooses to aggressively play the “game” and faces severe
backlash due to this. Due to the status she was born into, she is already at a
disadvantage when trying to find a husband and her way of coping with this is to change
herself to appear better. Catherine, on the other hand, does not realize she is
participating in a competition, which is seen as attractive by society, as they do not want
women to understand the perilous situation that is the marriage market. Isabella
understands the dangers and is attempting to keep herself from the harshest
consequences by marrying above her means. Many women had to revert to the same
manipulative tactics that she did, so they could have a chance for future stability.
Women from wealthier backgrounds had opportunities for schooling that taught women
the proper ways to behave, which Isabella did not have access to. This is what I will be
discussing in the following chapter with Charlotte Palmer. The comparison between
Isabella and Charlotte shows the importance of being born into a higher social class, as
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this makes marriage more obtainable and allows women to reap more benefits in all
aspects.
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Chapter II: Charlotte Palmer’s Triumph

Sense and Sensibility, written by Jane Austen, was published in 1811 and makes
a statement on the structural system of marriage and the weight put on women to
conform to it. Austen centered her novels on marriage and what women were subjected
to in order to be seen as worthy of marriage. This strict system influenced the actions of
women and severely limited individuality. Women had one goal instilled in them and that
was to marry at or above their means. This had many negative consequences and led
to unhappy marriages and spinsterhood for women who did not have the means to
conform to the strict set of rules. As was shown in the last chapter, Isabella Thorpe
spent all of her time consumed with ideas of how she could manipulate a wealthy
gentleman to marry her, even though she lacked the proper education that allowed for
successful marriages. One woman who was able to meet the requirements needed to
be successful on the marriage market was Charlotte Palmer. Her marriage signified the
shallowness of the system and explained why marriages did not typically bring
happiness to the couples. Charlotte Palmer was taught the proper ways to obtain a
marriage proposal and succeeded in this, even though she was not aware of what she
was doing, as this was instilled in educated women at the time, while, in contrast, Lucy
Steele intentionally sought out a wealthy man, knowing her actions were deceitful.
Austen uses these women to highlight the negative effects society had on a woman’s
approach to courting and marriage.
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I will begin by discussing the ways in which women learned to obtain a husband
and the expectations society had for these women. I will then look at the role Charlotte
Palmer occupies in the novel and discuss the ways education has given her the ideal
life for a woman of this time. This will be followed by a section about the benefits of
Charlotte’s marriage and how she was able to win the game and get what she wanted. I
will then be looking at what the Palmer’s relationship says about marriages of the time.
After this, there will be a section about Lucy Steele, who was also able to succeed in
her attempts to marry, but why her way of courting was looked on negatively, and
Charlotte’s was not. I will then point out the comparison between Lucy Steele and
Isabella Thorpe, showing the disgust toward women, who understand the system and
try to take advantage of it, is consistent.
In the eighteenth century, wealthy women's education focused on instilling skills
that would make them desirable marriage prospects for wealthy men, while women that
did not have the means were forced to try to learn these tricks on their own. Education
for young girls during this time became increasingly popular, as it served as a means to
separate the higher class girls from the lower class. Families that could afford to
educate their daughters would send them away to boarding schools, or hire a
governess for their home. To show the increase in education during this time,
In 1800 around 40 percent of males and 60 percent of females in England and
Wales were illiterate. By 1840 this had decreased to 33 percent of men and 50
percent of women, and, by 1870, these rates had dropped further still to 20
percent of men and 25 percent of women. (Lloyd 5).
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The rapidly growing literacy rates correlated with educated girls increasing their chance
of gaining successful partners. The women that were not taught to read came from
poorer backgrounds and their chance of marrying well was hindered due to this.
The lessons women were taught during this period of education were typically
superficial and did not increase the depth of their mental capacity. As Geri Walton wrote,
“women’s education was…dependent on class, and even for women in the middle and
upper classes was extremely limited. Its sole concern was to make women
marriageable, so it focused on “accomplishments”” (Walton 1). The girls who could
afford education would learn the minimum amount of information required to seem wellrounded, which is all that was needed to attract the average successful man. Another
critic of women’s eduction stated that,
while a great number of schools were established for girls from wealthier families,
these primarily taught the arts of polite living, together with female
accomplishments such as sewing, drawing, music, deportment, and dancing—all
skills specifically designed to equip them for marriage. (Ryan 137).
These skills that were instilled in girls prepared them for becoming wives and mothers,
but did not teach them subjects that were considered masculine, like mathematics. This
gendered education furthered the inferiority of women, as they were not given the same
educational opportunities as men. Even if women were unable to marry after their
expensive education “the education she receives there might still be of great service to
a young girl. She could always become a teacher or governess” (Miller 306). Society
was realizing that investing in education for girls was beneficial, as long as it was only
reserved for those who could afford it, in order to propagate social distinctions.
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Charlotte Palmer was one of the lucky women who had the necessary skills for
marriage taught to her in a finishing school. She came from a family with enough wealth
to provide the tools for her to succeed and she benefitted greatly from this. As Lady
Middleton and Charlotte Palmer are sisters, it will be assumed that they received the
same education and had the same values instilled in them. The reader knows that Mrs.
Palmer received education at a boarding school because she said, “He had not seen
me then above twice, for it was before I left school.” (Austen 83). As many young girls in
her class, Charlotte left home to be educated in the arts of attracting a man. This
opportunity was only available to families with sufficient wealth, and allowed her to learn
the proper way to behave in society. Charlotte was sent here so that she could marry
well and, through this, increase her family’s fortune. One critic highlighted that
Charlotte candidly remarks to Elinor that Colonel Brandon would have liked to
marry her, but Mrs. Jennings, according to Charlotte, did not consider Brandon a
wealthy enough suitor with his £2000 a year and Delaford estate, an indication
that Palmer and Middleton are worth more. (Mijares 23).
As Charlotte came from a wealthy background, Mrs. Jennings knew that she needed to
use this to her advantage and marry well. Mrs. Jennings was shown to be influential in
Charlotte’s relationships, but Charlotte did not seem to mind having that decision taken
away from her. Charlotte understood she was expected to marry well and learned the
proper ways to ensure this.
When Marianne and Elinor went to stay in town, they resided in an apartment
that “had formerly been Charlotte's, and over the mantelpiece still hung a landscape in
coloured silks of her performance, in proof of her having spent seven years at a great
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school in town to some effect.” (Austen 111). This gives a look into the level of education
that Charlotte received during her years in school. To say she had spent seven years at
a boarding school and one of her greatest accomplishments during this time was a work
of art on the wall demonstrated the level of education she received during this time. The
art was representative of the education she received, as she was able to put this on
display for guests and receive their admiration. Another skill Charlotte and Lady
Middleton had acquired during school was learning to play music. This is shown in a
scene at Lady Middleton’s house when Marianne is playing the piano and said that she,
“went through the chief of the songs which Lady Middleton had brought into the family
on her marriage, and which perhaps had lain ever since in the same position on the
pianoforte, for her ladyship had celebrated that event by giving up music.” (Austen 24).
Like artwork, playing the piano was another skill taught to girls in order for them to be
able to play for crowds of people to display their formal education. This served as a way
for single girls to be the center of attention without ever having to open their mouths.
They were taught to be objects of admiration, which is how they gained the attention of
gentlemen. Playing the piano served as a way to gain a husband and served no
purpose once this had been achieved, shown by Lady Middleton renouncing the piano
on the day of her wedding and there being no discussion of Mrs. Palmer playing music
as a married woman.
During this schooling, Charlotte Palmer and Lady Middleton were also taught
social etiquette and what was considered proper in all circumstances. While Charlotte
did not strictly adhere to the lessons she received after gaining a husband, Lady
Middleton continued to uphold the rules that were taught to her. At one point,
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Sir John had contrived to collect around him, nearly twenty young people, and to
amuse them with a ball. This was an affair, however, of which Lady Middleton did
not approve. In the country, an unpremeditated dance was very allowable; but in
London, where the reputation of elegance was more important and less easily
attained, it was risking too much for the gratification of a few girls, to have it
known that Lady Middleton had given a small dance of eight or nine couple
(Austen 118).
Lady Middleton’s schooling taught her what was considered improper, and she feared
that she would be looked down on by those in her class for conducting a ball that was
too informal. Lady Middleton not only learned what was acceptable in regards to social
gatherings, but also what topics were appropriate to discuss. This is demonstrated in
the following passage: "She expects to be confined in February," continued Mrs.
Jennings. Lady Middleton could no longer endure such a conversation, and therefore
exerted herself to ask Mr. Palmer if there was any news in the paper.” (Austen 76). Mrs.
Jennings was referencing Mrs. Palmer’s pregnancy, which was a topic that was never
supposed to be mentioned around company. She could not stand to hear her mom talk
about such improper situations, and made this clear through her disgust. Through Lady
Middleton, the education that both girls received is shown to center around lessons that
positively impacted the way the girls appeared to others, but did not actually improve
their knowledge on serious subjects. They were taught what was required to be
considered marriage worthy and how to behave as wives, but nothing more extensive.
The benefits of the schooling Charlotte Palmer received were displayed through
her success in marriage. Charlotte is married to Thomas Palmer Esq., esquire signifying
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his rank in society as a gentleman and demonstrating his high status. Another
distinction he has from the lower class is that he owns two properties, one in
Somertshire and the other in Hanover Square, showing his significant wealth and
success. Mr. Palmer is also running for a house in Parliament, so he has the opportunity
to gain many more accolades, which will further boost his wife’s status. When on the
search for a suitable husband, the man’s position in society tended to be one of the
primary draws for a woman.
As a married woman, Mrs. Palmer has been provided for and can lead the life
she chooses. She is able to do as she pleases within the confines of marriage. This
includes being able to invite others to partake in social events, which is not something
single women in Austen’s novels typically have the power to do. At one point,
After an hour or two spent in what her mother called comfortable chat, or in other
words, in every variety of inquiry concerning all their acquaintance on Mrs.
Jennings's side, and in laughter without cause on Mrs. Palmer's, it was proposed
by the latter that they should all accompany her to some shops where she had
business that morning, to which Mrs. Jennings and Elinor readily consented, as
having likewise some purchases to make themselves. (Austen 114).
Her freedom to go shop whenever she feels like it, was not extended to unmarried
women, who had to wait for someone else to go shopping with them. Charlotte did not
require supervision, which allowed her to make her own decisions of how she would
spend her day, as long as her husband did not expect her to be somewhere else. Due
to her successful attempt at marriage, Mrs. Palmer enjoyed a significant amount more
freedom than her single counterpart. The only person she had to answer to was her
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husband, while women fighting for marriage had many people to cater to and were
expected to follow the lead of others.
Her continual happiness shows that she is reaping the benefits of marriage and
never has to worry about the future. This joy does not waver through the majority of the
novel, as she does not have anything to be concerned about now that she has a
husband. As is clear from the previous quotes regarding Charlotte, she is continually
being characterized as “laughing” and is filled with “good humor.” One time when her
happiness was shown to stem from her advantageous marriage was when,
Charlotte laughed heartily to think that her husband could not get rid of her; and
exultingly said, she did not care how cross he was to her, as they must live
together. It was impossible for any one to be more thoroughly good-natured, or
more determined to be happy than Mrs. Palmer. The studied indifference,
insolence, and discontent of her husband gave her no pain; and when he scolded
or abused her, she was highly diverted. (Austen 79).
In this humorous scene, Charlotte exemplifies the benefit all women who marry above
their status possess, which is that they have already won and there are no retributions
for their actions after marriage. They are able to act in whatever way suits them best
and are able to laugh off any situation that is displeasing to them. While this is a benefit
for women who marry for the sole reason of security, it does create a divide between
husband and wife and can limit marital happiness, as in the Palmer’s situation.
She is able to speak freely and does not have to act like the perfect lady, unlike
the single women fighting for husbands. Once married, Charlotte was able to disregard
all she had learned about being the proper woman and was able to give in to her natural
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tendencies. While pursuing a husband, women were expected to behave according to
society’s perception of how a woman should act, which is what was taught to them in
finishing school or by their governess. After marriage, it did not matter how a woman
behaved and this was evident in Charlotte’s conversations. One of their conversations
proceeded as follows:
"He cannot bear writing, you know," she continued—"he says it is quite
shocking." "No," said he, "I never said any thing so irrational. Don't palm all your
abuses of languages upon me." "There now; you see how droll he is. This is
always the way with him! Sometimes he won't speak to me for half a day
together, and then he comes out with something so droll—all about any thing in
the world.” (Austen 80).
Before her marriage to Mr. Palmer, she would have been strongly reprimanded for
speaking so openly to a man, and even going as far as to insult his personality, but
marriage had allowed her the freedom to speak her mind. If she had spoken this way to
Mr. Palmer while they were in the early stages of their relationship, she would have
quickly lost his interest and would not have been able to marry him. People did not look
favorably on women who spoke a lot and were not reserved, but women could get away
with whatever they wanted after marrying. While Charlotte did not understand the game
she had successfully navigated, she did change her actions after her wedding. This was
most likely due to society not being able to force women to follow strict guidelines once
there were no more expectations they needed to meet.
Mrs. Palmer fills her time with gossip and shopping, which shows how carefree
she can be. Her lack of worry about her social calendar and how people view her
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creates a strong contrast between her and the single women she encounters. She is
able to waste her time away, as she has no other purpose in society, besides the role
she is filling in the present. During a shopping outing with the Dashwood women,
Charlotte was characterized as someone, “whose eye was caught by every thing pretty,
expensive, or new; who was wild to buy all, could determine on none, and dawdled
away her time in rapture and indecision.” (Austen 114). The amount of time she spent
shopping for items she evidently did not need, shows she is in no hurry and is just trying
to fill up her time. Charlotte Palmer was able to linger wherever her feelings led her and
did not have to worry about wasting precious moments that could be spent on other
activities. Due to her marriage, she had nothing to keep her from doing what she
enjoyed, which positively impacted her happiness. While Elinor and Marianne were
impatient to continue with their day, Mrs. Palmer did not feel this rush and this is
because of the difference in their marital status.
Her attempt at gossip shows the severe lack of substance in her personality, but
she uses this as a means to converse with others. Her constant use of faulty gossip
exemplifies her interest in carrying on conversations, but lacking the information
required to have an interesting discussion. During one scene Elinor inquired about Mrs.
Palmer’s relationship with Willoughby, to which she responded,
"Oh dear, yes; I know him extremely well," replied Mrs. Palmer;—"Not that I ever
spoke to him, indeed; but I have seen him for ever in town. Somehow or other I
never happened to be staying at Barton while he was at Allenham. Mama saw
him here once before;—but I was with my uncle at Weymouth. However, I dare
say we should have seen a great deal of him in Somersetshire, if it had not
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happened very unluckily that we should never have been in the country together.
He is very little at Combe, I believe” (Austen 81).
Charlotte began her response about Mr. Willoughby by stating that she knew him very
well and then proceeded to state that she had never actually had a conversation with
him. What she considers to be “knowing someone well” is that she has heard a lot about
him from other sources. This shows her severe lack of relevant knowledge, and her
need to make herself appear more relevant than she actually is. She provides an
unnecessarily long response to a question she could answer briefly, and does not
understand the difference between gossip and the truth. She is not able to differentiate
between these things, due to her lack of education and having been taught only how to
maintain her appearance. She does not struggle to carry on a conversation, but there is
nothing interesting in what she has to say. This says a great deal about the society she
was raised in and shows flaws within this system.
As a married woman, Charlotte has been able to complete what was considered
the main role of womanhood in the eighteenth century, which was to produce children.
Women were told that their responsibility to society was to marry and have children.
These women who have been taught shallow information were then expected to instill
this knowledge into their children and continue the system. Charlotte has recently
married and is pregnant and gives birth in the course of the novel. Her role as a woman
has been successfully completed and she has no other substantial purpose except to
raise her children in a way that shapes them into ideal members of society. After
Charlotte had given birth, Austen wrote that “the others were busily helping Charlotte to
show her child to the housekeeper” (Austen 210). For Mrs. Palmer her child is just
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another way to show her achievements in life. She goes around showing off her baby
and bragging that she has done well, in order to get the acceptance from others that
she has done well. Her healthy baby secured her position as a woman who was able to
get all a woman could wish for and she was determined to have everyone acknowledge
this. At a gathering later on,
Their party was small, and the hours passed quietly away. Mrs. Palmer had her
child, and Mrs. Jennings her carpet-work; they talked of the friends they had left
behind, arranged Lady Middleton's engagements, and wondered whether Mr.
Palmer and Colonel Brandon would get farther than Reading that night.” (Austen
211).
This sentence put both Charlottes’ child and Mrs. Jennings’ carpet work on an equal
pedestal. The new baby is treated as a way to occupy her time and the relationship
between mother and child is not seen as anything other than Charlotte’s new job. Giving
birth did not change who Charlotte was, as is shown by the ladies surface level
conversations and the disinterest given to the baby. Charlotte was doing what she was
expected to do, just as she had done while she was a single woman trying to get a
husband.
Due to her marriage, she is also able to take single girls out to parties and other
events, in order to meet men, which further propagates the system that she adhered to.
One of the conversations she had with the two oldest Miss Dashwoods was as follows,
"Not go to town!" cried Mrs. Palmer, with a laugh, "I shall be quite disappointed if
you do not. I could get the nicest house in the world for you, next door to ours, in
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Hanover-square. You must come, indeed. I am sure I shall be very happy to
chaperon you at any time till I am confined” (Austen 77).
Charlotte longs to take the girls out to meet others and possibly find them a potential
husband. Presumably, women took her to do the same things she wants to do with
Elinor and Marianne and now she wants to carry on the tradition. Charlotte understood
the necessary maneuvers needed to marry and she longed to help others with this. She
did not understand that what she was offering was all a part of the system set up for
women to find a husband and have children and continue doing this for younger girls.
She unknowingly took part in the game and was trying to continue it with others.
Through the relationship between Charlotte and Mr. Palmer, there are many
points made about the society they took part in that show the flaws of the system
utilized to marry. One aspect of relationships during this time that was clear through the
Palmer’s is that there was a larger value placed on security, rather than love.
Throughout all the times when Charlotte is with her husband, neither one of them
display feelings of love and admiration towards the other, but instead it is more of a
forced relationship. One of their conversations was as follows:
"How charming it will be," said Charlotte, "when he is in Parliament!—won't it?
How I shall laugh! It will be so ridiculous to see all his letters directed to him with
an M.P.—But do you know, he says, he will never frank for me? He declares he
won't. Don't you, Mr. Palmer?" Mr. Palmer took no notice of her.” (Austen 80).
Charlotte is quick to laugh at the character flaws that her husband possesses, instead
of being supportive of him being in Parliament, while Mr. Palmer scolds his wife for her
stupidity. Neither of them appears to see eye to eye and they have close to no
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communication, and nothing close to love shared between the two. While Mrs. Palmer is
accepting of her situation due to the good fortune it has brought her, Mr. Palmer makes
it clear that he wants nothing to do with his wife and feels as if he made a mistake by
marrying her. The superficial relationship they have developed was common in the
society of Austen, as the courtships of husband and wife were shallow and did not allow
either participant to see the true personality of their spouse until after marriage.
She and Mr. Palmer have absolutely nothing in common, and do not have any
shared aspects of their lives besides their living together and new child. Their strong
contrast shows the flaws in the implemented system of courting. Their differences are
evident upon the couples introduction, which is as follows:
Mrs. Palmer…was short and plump, had a very pretty face, and the finest
expression of good humour in it that could possibly be. Her manners were by no
means so elegant as her sister's, but they were much more prepossessing. She
came in with a smile, smiled all the time of her visit, except when she laughed,
and smiled when she went away. Her husband was a grave looking young man
of five or six and twenty, with an air of more fashion and sense than his wife, but
of less willingness to please or be pleased. (Austen 75).
Charlotte possessed the characteristics of kindness and happiness, but lacked the
mental capabilities needed to lead an intellectual conversation, while Mr. Palmer lacked
happiness, but was an intelligent, thoughtful man. These differences led to an
unsuccessful match, that furthered Mr. Palmer’s unhappiness, but could not diminish the
joy Charlotte claimed.
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Women needed to hide the bad characteristics they possessed in order to gain a
husband, which led to unequal marriages. Charlotte Palmer lacked many admirable
qualities, which would have prevented her from marrying well, if she had not been
taught to hide certain parts of herself before marriage. I do not believe she realized that
she was keeping some parts of her personality a secret, but instead she had just been
taught the ways to act in front of a man and this led to her displaying a different side of
herself. One part of her personality that Mr. Palmer was most likely not aware of was
how shallow she was and her inability to have anything past surface-level
conversations. During one scene,
Mrs. Palmer's eye was now caught by the drawings which hung round the room.
She got up to examine them. "Oh! dear, how beautiful these are! Well! How
delightful! Do but look, mama, how sweet! I declare they are quite charming; I
could look at them for ever." And then sitting down again, she very soon forgot
that there were any such things in the room.” (Austen 76).
Her lack of sincerity during this conversation, shows her lacking mental capacity. She
compliments drawings and then completely forgets that they exist, which displays her
inability to have complex thoughts or be genuine. While attending school for seven
years of her life, Charlotte was taught the proper way to act and talk, but does not grasp
what is going on around her. While she might appear kind and thoughtful when giving
the compliments, she does not really mean what she said and is just going through the
motions of what she has been told is proper. Society has shaped her into a person who
does what is right, without understanding why it is that way. Mr. Palmer had no way to
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know that his wife lacked intelligence, until he had already married her and was trapped
with her.
The ideals instilled in many women included fighting for the most successful
male, instead of creating honest relationships. This led to unhappiness as people
reverted to their original selves after the wedding day. Women would shape themselves
into those who were there to serve and make the men they were interested in very
happy, but this did not typically last after marriage. Girls were taught the proper ways to
seduce a man into proposing, but were not expected to continue this charade after they
got what they wanted. For example, many women, like Lady Middleton and Charlotte,
were taught to play a piano, so they could be admired by those they were playing for,
including future suitors. This gave them a chance to be looked at and made them
appear to have a lot of talents to bring into a relationship, but married women never
played music and lost this skill pretty quickly after marriage. Charlotte displayed no skills
throughout the course of the novel, even though she was taught them in school, as she
had already married well. She had no reason to show off, and so she acted how she
pleased, which led to a loveless marriage. This marriage could be characterized as a
business transaction, more than a relationship between man and wife; Charlotte was
able to obtain what she set out for, which was a wealthy husband, while Mr. Palmer was
able to have a son to pass his name and belongings to. There were exchanges between
them, but no feelings of joy due to their partner were ever shown. While Charlotte did
not understand the effects of her actions before she was married, the reader can tell
that their superficial relationship led to a marriage lacking respect and friendship.
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While not everything was positive in Charlotte’s marriage, she still was able to
win the “game” of courtship. She did not have many attractive qualities to offer to her
spouse, and yet she was able to portray herself in a way to make herself seem far more
interesting and intelligent than she was. Through this, she gained the affection of a
highly successful gentleman and lead a life of comfort and more freedom than the
average woman was given at the time. Kathleen Anderson wrote that
Charlotte is keen enough to be fully aware of her husband’s rudeness and
independent-minded enough to be her own source of contentment. She is
happier than sensitive women like Elinor and Marianne or cold fish like Lucy
Steele, Fanny Dashwood, and her own sister, Lady Middleton. She loves others
freely and enjoys being alive.” (Anderson 145).
Charlotte Palmer enjoys benefits in all aspects of her life and finds happiness in all
circumstances. She does not regret any of her decisions and even expresses her
appreciation of her husband, who tends to ignore her. She has what was considered the
perfect life, as she has the husband and the fortune and has nothing that plagues her.
She is more content than any of Austen’s other characters and is able to do as she
pleases. This is why she is the winner in the “game” of marriage that women were
thrown into and is in the situation that women longed to be in.
Even though a lot of women were just products of the system they were pushed
into, some women were forced to accept that there was a cutthroat game being played,
and had to purposefully manipulate others, in order to get what they wanted. One of
these women was Lucy Steele. She was characterized as someone whose
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powers had received no aid from education: she was ignorant and illiterate; and
her deficiency of all mental improvement, her want of information in the most
common particulars, could not be concealed from Miss Dashwood…she saw,
with less tenderness of feeling, the thorough want of delicacy, of rectitude, and
integrity of mind, which her attentions, her assiduities, her flatteries at the Park
betrayed; and she could have no lasting satisfaction in the company of a person
who joined insincerity with ignorance (Austen 90).
Lucy is in a lower economic position than Charlotte, as she was unable to read and had
not obtained any formal education. Parents who could afford education for their children
would provide it in order to distinguish them from lower class girls and gave them the
best opportunities for acquiring acceptable future prospects; as Lucy did not receive any
education at all, she is presumed to come from a family of little economic standing.
Elinor was able to spot how Lucy was shifting her manners to fit what was considered
proper, but was not genuine in her actions. One interesting take on Isabella was that
Although ignorant and unprincipled, she is extremely clever when it comes to
securing her future prosperity. She is overrun, not by extreme sensibility but by
extreme sense, at least in terms of her pragmatic focus on self-preservation in
the deterministic jungle of English social life. Lucy knows that her best protection
in such a society lies in marrying “well,” and she successfully achieves this aim
as a “sycophant to wealth and power (Anderson 139).
As Lucy was given less educational opportunities, she had to mimic the actions of more
affluent girls; she knowingly deceived others by acting a certain way, while girls who had
received education participated in a structural form of deceit.
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Throughout the novel, manipulative behavior is shown by Lucy Steele, who
comes from a less wealthy family than Charlotte and did not have the means to be
taught the proper ways to gain a successful husband. Charlotte was too “silly” to be able
to deceive a man into marrying her knowingly, and relied on her education and status.
Lucy knew exactly what she was doing and after her character was realized
That Lucy had certainly meant to deceive, to go off with a flourish of malice
against him in her message by Thomas, was perfectly clear to Elinor; and
Edward himself, now thoroughly enlightened on her character, had no scruple in
believing her capable of the utmost meanness of wanton ill-nature.” (Austen
255).
Once Lucy had obtained what she wanted, her true character was unveiled, as she had
no reason to pretend to be better than she was anymore. Many girls in her situation had
to fight for the future they wanted, and they realized the unfair situation they were in due
to unequal circumstances.
Lucy’s desire resided in gaining financial stability and she was willing to go to
extreme lengths to succeed. She understood that the only way that she would be
provided for was through a good marriage, so she was willing to marry anyone that
could give her stability. She had been engaged to Edward for many years secretly, but
was quick to change her interests when Robert began meeting with her. Their courtship
was described in the following passage:
The whole of Lucy's behaviour in the affair…may be held forth as a most
encouraging instance of what an earnest, an unceasing attention to selfinterest…will do in securing every advantage of fortune…When Robert first
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sought her acquaintance, and privately visited her in Bartlett's Buildings, it was
only with the view imputed to him by his brother. He merely meant to persuade
her to give up the engagement…for though Lucy soon gave him hopes that his
eloquence would convince her in TIME, another visit, another conversation, was
always wanted to produce this conviction. Some doubts always lingered in her
mind when they parted, which could only be removed by another half hour's
discourse with himself. His attendance was by this means secured…and in short,
it became speedily evident to both, that he had entirely supplanted his brother.
(Austen 261).
Her behavior is characterized as selfish and manipulative, as she made sure that she
would always see Robert again, while still being engaged to Edward. She understood
the urgency of getting married, and since she was unsure of when she would be able to
marry Edward, she took the next best option. She did not consider the feelings of
others, and acted fully out of consideration for herself. She wanted to ensure that she
would be provided for and was not worried about anyone else. Her actions signified her
understanding of the system and her need to marry well, no matter what anyone else
thought of her.
Lucy’s actions resemble that of Isabella Thorpe in Northanger Abbey, as she had
to find a way to take care of herself in a society that did not favor her success. Both of
these girls maneuvered around people and used others in order to get ahead of their
competition, other single girls. If these two girls had just accepted the situation that they
found themselves in, they would not have married well or ended up as spinsters. They
did not have the wealth to make them attractive to men, so they had to shape their
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personalities to make up for it. They understood how women were able to obtain a
marriage proposal, and tried their best to mimic what they did. Their actions came off as
repulsive, shown by the narrators characterization of them, but they did not have
another way to escape the harsh system they were a part of. One critic wrote that
“figures such as Isabella Thorpe and Lucy Steele are of a distinctly less innocent nature.
They use language as a social tool, employing the contemporary discourse of sensibility
to hide their mercenary natures and grasping ambitions.” (Todd 25). While Isabella was
unable to successfully complete this process, Lucy had more luck. She was able to act
innocent and appealed to Robert Ferrars, who was no where near perfect himself. He
quickly courted his brother’s fiancé and felt no remorse about his actions. They were
both behaving despicably, so it is no surprise that Austen put these two together. She
always made it evident that they did not have a happy marriage, by saying that there
were, “frequent domestic disagreements between Robert and Lucy themselves” (Austen
262). It is no surprise that Austen reserved unhappy endings for both Lucy and Isabella,
as they attempted to get what they wanted, despite their situations.
By following the expectations set out for women in regards to marriage, Charlotte
Palmer was able to marry above her means, but did not knowingly maneuver the
system in her favor, unlike Lucy Steele, who was viewed unfavorably by the narrator.
Charlotte was given the tools, substantial wealth and education, needed to effortlessly
marry well and did not have to participate in manipulative tactics to gain a husband.
While she did not possess many attractive character traits, her education led her to act
properly in social situations and gave her the upper-hand in society. Her intentions were
not to deceive Mr. Palmer into marrying her, but that was the result as courtship tended
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to be focused on superficial matters and not who a person was. Her marriage allowed
her to reap all societal benefits and she completed her role as a woman of this time
period. She was able to win the “game” of life and benefitted greatly from it. Lucy
Steele, on the other hand, was much poorer than Charlotte and had to weasel her way
into a marriage. She used deception and manipulation to get what she wanted and was
not looked on positively by society, but was able to marry and have security. The next
chapter will discuss the severe consequences that women who do not take part in the
“game” face, by looking at Miss Bates in Emma. The benefits of being able to marry well
and go about it the proper way are shown through Charlotte Palmer, who was able to
lead an ideal lifestyle for the time period.
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Chapter III: Miss Bates’ Failure

One topic that was highlighted by Jane Austen in all of her novels was the
relevance of marriage in her society, and the consequences of being a single woman, or
“old maid.” While Jane Austen was alive, spinsterhood was looked down upon due to
the belief that, while all women wanted a husband, some were not worthy enough to be
wed. In Austen’s novels there is a sense of urgency for young, single girls to find a
husband because their entire future relies on it, even though Jane Austen herself never
married. She uses her characters to display the real fears and trials faced by women of
the eighteenth century, which allows her readers to gain a sense of the culture in which
she resided. Austen examines the struggles of spinsterhood in Emma through Miss
Bates, who is an example of someone who was unable to obtain a husband. Miss Bates
serves as an example of the future Isabella Thorpe, who seemed to have lost all options
on the marriage market and lacked the financial means to care for herself. On the other
hand, Charlotte Palmer was able to see women like Miss Bates, who had lost
everything due to never marrying, which led to being pushed into a hasty marriage that
provided security from this daunting fate. While women who marry for security might
lack happiness, they are able to escape the judgment of others in regards to not being
worthy of marriage, while spinsters must succumb to these viewpoints and suffer a great
lack of agency because of them. Austen created Miss Bates to prove that the “game” of
marriage is a necessary evil for women who will not be provided for otherwise, but by
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devoting oneself fully to what is expected of the role of the “old maid” during this time,
Miss Bates is able to distance herself from the harshest realities of spinsterhood.
I will begin by examining spinsterhood in the eighteenth century in order to
demonstrate that Miss Bates epitomizes the role of the old maid. I will then discuss the
negative consequences suffered by Miss Bates, to show the difficulties she faces due to
not having a husband. After this, there will be a section about why Miss Bates is treated
with more respect than is typically given to a spinster. I will conclude my argument by
comparing Emma and Miss Bates as they both have accepted their singleness, but
differ greatly due to the economic situations they find themselves in. In sum, I will show
that while marriage serves as an escape from many consequences, it is possible for a
woman of Austen’s time to create a full life without a husband.
During the eighteenth century, spinsters suffered many consequences due to
their lack of success in securing a spouse. A spinster during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries was described as a woman who was unmarried with no children
and had passed the acceptable age of marriage or had no positive outlooks for being
wed. Spinsters were typically members of the gentry-class, and struggled to support
themselves without a husband. The term “spinsterhood” carried many negative
connotations that were difficult for an older, single woman of the time to separate herself
from. One conduct book, written in 1899, made the statement on marriage that, “to have
the knot tied would give the easiest and pleasantest way out of what others might judge
was promising to develop into a certain and lasting predicament” (Brown 24). This
“lasting predicament” is pointing to the way spinsterhood was seen as complete social
annihilation. The statement is emphasizing the importance of getting married during the
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time, due to the severe fall from social graces that occurred for single women. Because
having children was considered one of the main roles for women of the time, if there
was someone who did not succeed in this endeavor due to not having a husband, then
they were not fulfilling their “duty” (Neubauer 125). As they did not have families of their
own, spinsters usually assumed the role of family caretaker, since women did not have
much power outside the home. There were certain niches spinsters could find for
themselves, such as writing books, like in Austen’s case, but this was not common.
A rise of single women in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries took place due
to the overseas wars and other activities. The first census, notes Bridget Hill, “in 1801
revealed a surplus of women over men” (222). As there were more women than men in
Britain, it makes sense that there was a greater number of unmarried women, and with
this came the association of the idea that you had to possess certain skills or qualities to
“win” a man; the opposite of this was the lack of certain positive traits that equated with
the lack of marital success. Breanna Neubauer argues that, “Spinsterhood, to some
extent, defined the nature of a woman’s community and her role within said
community” (125). Old maids were expected to be the town gossip, to not have the
means to support themselves, to lack certain attractive qualities that could only be found
in women who were able to marry, and show deference to the superior members of
society. The beliefs about spinsterhood held by society during the eighteenth century
shaped the perception of these women and ultimately influenced the role they played to
the people around them. As marriage status dictated the life of a woman during this
time, this shows the increasing presence of stereotypes in regards to spinsters, and
Miss Bates fits in to this category.
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Miss Bates is a guaranteed spinster and faces many of the same situations that
spinsters in the real world could not escape. She meets all criteria for spinsterhood
because she is an older woman, has never been married, does not have the means to
support herself and does not have the mental capacity to make up for all of these
attributes. She is unable to live comfortably through her own means, because she is the
daughter of a deceased vicar, meaning that, while she was provided for during his life,
there was nothing a clergyman could do to provide for his family after passing. Miss
Bates also cares for her elderly mother, which was typical for unmarried women to do,
as they did not have children to care for and were expected to care for someone.
As is characteristic of spinsters during Austen’s time, Miss Bates experiences
many unpleasant situations that are typical of unwed women in the eighteenth century.
These situations force her to lead a life of dependence on others and take away her
voice within the community. With a husband, women are able to have relatively more
power in their communities than those without, and this is clear during many scenes of
the novel. The introductory description of Miss Bates that appears to take on the views
of Emma begins with “a woman neither young, handsome, rich, nor married. Miss Bates
stood in the very worst predicament in the world for having much of the public
favour” (Austen 10). Her unattractive traits are highlighted from the start, and because
“unmarried” is in the same sentence as the rest it is evident that being unmarried was
considered a bad thing in the text, just as it was in real life. The narrator makes it clear
that her popularity within the community is not typical of a spinster who possesses all
the necessary components of spinsterhood, and this makes her an anomaly. The fact
that she does not receive quite the same treatment as the typical spinster shows that
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either the community that Miss Bates resides in differs from the norm or that there is
something about Miss Bates that leads to her preferential treatment. While she is not
treated as poorly as many older, unmarried women of the day, there are still many
negative consequences she must face due to her situation, solely due to the fact that
she is a spinster.
One of the main reasons for the consequences that Miss Bates is forced to suffer
is due to the lack of choice she had in her unfortunate circumstances. The assumption
that Miss Bates never had the option of marriage is present in the ridicule she faced,
and because of this lack of choice it is implied that there is something wrong with her.
The assumption that Miss Bates made the decision for herself not to get married is
never made, because she was forced to step down from the place she held in society,
and she would have avoided this embarrassment through marriage. This lack of
decision making in regards to marriage on Miss Bates part insinuates that no man found
her worthy of marriage, which basically gives people in her social circles the implicit
right to look down on her as a “lesser” person.
The choice of marriage versus having no say in marital status plays a big role in
how the people of Emma perceive spinsters, and it is implied that not being able to
marry is due to certain character flaws that are unable to be overlooked. Some of the
character flaws that are pointed out during the first description of Miss Bates are as
follows:
She had no intellectual superiority to make atonement to herself, or frighten
those who might hate her into outward respect. She had never boasted either
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beauty or cleverness. Her youth had passed without distinction, and her middle
of life was devoted to the care of a failing mother. (Austen 10).
Miss Bates lacks the redeemable qualities, such as “beauty” and “cleverness” that
would protect her from the judgments of others. Due to this, her character is always
being viewed skeptically, because people do not see her as their equal, but rather
someone who is expected to fight for the acceptance of others. Her flaws, as described
in the passage, instigate the feelings of disapproval, as shown when Emma, very
sarcastically, said, “Miss Bates's powerful, argumentative mind might have strengthened
yours” (Austen 139). Miss Bates poor qualities are brought up many times, and these
qualities seem to be the reason for her lack of marriage. Neubauer gives the reason that
women, such as Miss Bates, were looked down on for not being able to choose to
marry, which is that
Spinsters defied this understanding of what nature had intended women to do,
and thus they were often regarded as not fulfilling their natural role…to be a
women and remain unmarried was to face both the “disgrace and shame of
failing to get a husband (126).
During this time, the main role of women was to procreate and care for their home, and
as someone who was unable to do this, Miss Bates appeared to be a failure and was
treated as someone of lower status because of this. While this quote does not consider
that women might choose to not get a husband, shown by the use of the word “failing,” it
does make the point that if women lacked the ability to attract a man to the point of
marriage, then they were not fulfilling their most important role and could then be looked
down on.
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Miss Bates suffers many negative consequences due to her inability to marry, as
single women have much less agency than those who are married. One of these
ordeals she has to suffer due to her relationship status is that she is dependent on the
people in her community for her basic needs to be met. As she does not have a way to
earn a steady income due to being a woman in the eighteenth century and not having a
substantial amount of funds passed down to her from her father, she can not spread her
money out enough to purchase all she requires. As a result of this, the people who are
more fortunate take time from their lives to deliver food or invite her to dine with them.
This relieves the strain she feels to care for herself and her elderly mother on her own,
but puts the weight of always being indebted to others on her shoulders. Having the
feeling of constantly owing others is not easy for Miss Bates, which is evident by her
constant “thanks” to everyone. At one point Mrs. Weston says to Emma,
“I made my way directly to Miss Bates, to assure her that the carriage would be
at her service before it took us home;…Good soul! she was as grateful as
possible, you may be sure. 'Nobody was ever so fortunate as herself!'—but with
many, many thanks—'there was no occasion to trouble us’” (Austen 118).
During this scene, Miss Weston is making a jab at Miss Bates for her excessive
gratitude, but what she does not seem to understand is that without this tremendous
show of appreciation every time someone is kind to her, they might not feel like they are
needed in her life and stop helping her as much. Miss Bates livelihood relies on the
goodness of others and through her multitude of “thanks,” the people around her get a
sense of how important they are to her well being.
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Miss Bates’ dependency is highlighted when Emma calls on her, but made it
clear that this is a chore for her, and not something she wants to do on her own accord.
Emma
determined to call upon them and seek safety in numbers… Mrs. and Miss Bates
loved to be called on, and she knew she was considered by the very few who
presumed ever to see imperfection in her, as rather negligent in that respect, and
as not contributing what she ought to the stock of their scanty comforts (Austen
81).
The presence of Miss Bates in the town of Highbury creates a sense of charitableness
in the other residents, as shown in this quote. The people can tell she is in need of
goods and give to her what they believe she needs, either willingly, or begrudgingly, as
in Emma’s case. There is no way for Miss Bates to support herself, so her community
steps up and helps out. One critic argues that “because [Miss Bates] is also poor and
stupid, she is all the more dependent on the goodwill of others for the preservation of
her self-esteem” (Moore 580). While she does depend on people to give her material
goods, she also relies on their respect of her to make her feel like she is not an outcast,
but a contributing member of society. If she had not lost her position in society by being
able to marry, there would be no reason for the donations or protection of her feelings,
which is one of the reasons marriage is so important to the women in Austen’s novels.
Due to Miss Bates’ father not being able to pass on a great inheritance to her,
she had no choice but to depend on those around her, since she was never able to
marry. During the eighteenth century, middle to upper class women usually had some
property or monetary rewards that were passed to their husbands when they married,
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but clergymen were not able to pass on any property due to never having to purchase
any during their lives. Her father made enough money to support his family while he
was alive, and had a home for as long as he could work, but once this time was over,
his descendants were left with next to nothing. Chris Jones wrote that,
The power which settlement wields over the future of dependants, especially
women, is highlighted in the novels, but criticism of the system seems often to be
deflected by a focus on the moral responsibility of individuals to alleviate the
hardship it causes (Todd 271).
He is making the point that many women, who do not marry are unable to have any
settlements given to them from their families, but more affluent people tended to provide
for those who were unable to provide for themselves; this is seen in the town of
Highbury, as people are always giving goods to Miss Bates. Even if Miss Bates’ father
had property to pass on, due to the rules that were followed during this time, it would
have been difficult for her, as a female, to acquire this land. Marriage was the only way
to separate herself from dependence and since that did not happen, the people around
her felt like it was their duty to step up and provide for her. Due to this strict system,
women who remain unwed hardly stand a chance at being able to support themselves,
unless they are in the unique position that Emma finds herself in.
Another example of what she must endure due to being a spinster is that she will
never be seen as an equal by those around her due to her powerlessness. There are
many moments throughout the novel where Miss Bates is painted as an inferior woman
compared to the other members of Highbury, and this inferiority stems from her lack of
success on the marriage market. One instance where this was made clear was when a
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dinner party was being hosted and it was said that, “The less worthy females were to
come in the evening, with Miss Bates, Miss Fairfax, and Miss Smith” (Austen 113).
There is a clear separation between the more affluent people in the town and those
whose outlook on the marriage market was bleak/nonexistent. Miss Bates was
considered less of a person due to her status and this is evident when she was called
“less worthy.” She is forced to suffer a great deal of disrespect due to her place in
society, and is unable to even stand up for herself.
Her powerlessness is the result of her singleness, as she has no influence on
what occurs in Highbury due to not having a husband, who would be the one to wield
their share of the power in the town. Because of this, she is forced to rely on the whims
of those around her and goes along with what the others expect of her. This is shown at
one point, when Miss Bates is called in for a conversation, and the group agreed that,
“As a counsellor she was not wanted; but as an approver, (a much safer character,) she
was truly welcome. Her approbation, at once general and minute, warm and incessant,
could not but please” (Austen 136). This statement alone proves that instead of being
considered on the same level as the people she spends time with, she is just wanted for
her agreeableness. She is never expected to actually have her own opinion on
anything, and is instead just supposed to support what has already been said. Her voice
in the community is non-existent, because there is nothing those around her can gain
from it, so she is treated as someone of a lower status, who is not even entitled to give
her own thoughts on any given situation. While she may or may not notice how stifled
she is in her society, it is clear from an outside perspective that the way she is treated
differs from the way that those of status and fortune are treated.
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Due to her role in Highbury, Miss Bates is unable to stand up for herself when her
character is called into question, because of the cautiousness required to not offend
anyone. This cautiousness is instrumental in being able to stay on good terms with the
people who provide her necessities, so whenever she is treated unjustly she has no
choice, but to just accept it and move on. This is shown in one of the most prominent
scenes of the book when Austen wrote,
Emma could not resist. “Ah! ma'am, but there may be a difficulty. Pardon me—
but you will be limited as to number—only three at once." Miss Bates, deceived
by the mock ceremony of her manner, did not immediately catch her meaning;
but, when it burst on her, it could not anger (Austen 198).
During this scene, Emma severely insulted Miss Bates by calling her boring in front of
everyone that plays a role in her life, which is one of the greatest humiliations a spinster
could receive because there was no way for her to stand up for herself. Because of this
thoughtless comment, Miss Bates was ostracized from the group and did not even have
the ability to joke about what Emma had said, because she risked falling from the good
graces of the people of Highbury. Her well-being relied on these people, so she held her
tongue and accepted the insult without refute. Her inability to tell Emma that she was in
the wrong for disrespecting her made Miss Bates confront her fall from society, as her
lack of power was displayed to everyone. This is the reason Emma’s comment is so
harsh and why Mr. Knightley felt the need to step in and let her know the severity of her
actions.
Through the treatment of others towards Miss Bates, her situational
disadvantages are clear, and yet many characters are more sensitive to her plight than
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of a typical spinster. One of the characters who is especially attuned to her comfort in all
outings is Mr. Knightley, the ultimate gentleman. While his empathy towards Miss Bates
serves to increase his likability, it also shows the protection that she requires to avoid
much social awkwardness. After Emma had been very blunt and rude to Miss Bates in
front of many people of Highbury, Mr. Knightley scolded her and said,
were she prosperous, I could allow much for the occasional prevalence of the
ridiculous over the good. Were she a woman of fortune, I would leave every
harmless absurdity to take its chance, I would not quarrel with you for any
liberties of manner. Were she your equal in situation—but, Emma, consider how
far this is from being the case. She is poor; she has sunk from the comforts she
was born to; and, if she live to old age, must probably sink more. Her situation
should secure your compassion. It was badly done, indeed! You, whom she had
known from an infant, whom she had seen grow up from a period when her
notice was an honour, to have you now, in thoughtless spirits, and the pride of
the moment, laugh at her, humble her—and before her niece, too—and before
others, many of whom (certainly some,) would be entirely guided by your
treatment of her (Austen 201).
This quote covers all aspects of why Miss Bates deserves and has acquired the respect
of most people in Highbury, and explains her precarious situation in the community, as
well. He began his argument by talking about the financial situation Miss Bates finds
herself in, which is nearing the level of poverty. Emma’s lackadaisical attitude towards
her situation is scolded, because it is improper to make fun of someone, who does not
have stabilizing economic means and this inconsiderate behavior is highlighted when
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Mr. Knightley spells it out for Emma. If Miss Bates’ situation had not differed so greatly
from Emma’s then her insult would not have stung as bad, as it could have been played
off as a joke, but because of the great divide between their means, it came off as harsh.
Mr. Knightley realizes that Miss Bates situation will continue to worsen as she ages and
there is no way to prevent her from this, so he treats her with great sensitivity and
inclusivity. His protection of her sets an example for the rest of the town to follow and
holds them to a certain standard, which is why they all go out of their way to provide for
her. He also understands that Emma holds significant influence in the decisions of the
people around her, and if she feels like it is acceptable to insult Miss Bates then
everyone else might believe she is not worthy of their attention and cease their good
will. Mr. Knightley protects Miss Bates’ character, because he is the only one who sees
how unstable her situation is and how quickly she could lose the little bit of comfort she
has in the community due to Emma’s snide remarks. If Mr. Knightley was not present in
Highbury, there would be nobody to show how to best treat Miss Bates, as no one else
sees the bigger picture of her unfortunate situation.
Another character who treats Miss Bates as if she is as elevated in society as he
is, is Mr. Woodhouse. Mr. Woodhouse is a man who delights in having control of all
plans and conversations and expects agreeableness from all parties. At one point, he
said, “Miss Bates was very chatty and good-humoured, as she always is, though she
speaks rather too quick. However, she is very agreeable, and Mrs. Bates too, in a
different way. I like old friends” (Austen 90). Mr. Woodhouse is stuck in tradition, and
because Miss Bates does not question or refute his suggestions, he enjoys being
around her and respects her lack of divergence from the norm. Most people around Mr.
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Woodhouse have to manipulate him into doing what they want, but Miss Bates does not
feel like this is necessary and just goes along with all his whims. Because of Miss Bates’
kindness, she is easy for the particular Mr. Woodhouse to get along with; his
acceptance of her earns her the approval of the rest of the town, since he is one of the
older and more highly regarded members of Highbury. His use of the words “old friends”
also shows that he and Miss Bates have been acquaintances for a long time, which
means he knew her before she was regarded as a spinster, when she still had potential
on the marriage market. Since he prefers tradition over change, it makes sense that he
views Miss Bates as an equal, because when he first knew her, her position in society
was similar to his as someone who came from a good family background.
One of the reasons for the uncharacteristic high regard shown for Miss Bates is
her full acceptance of her role in Highbury as a spinster. She willingly and joyfully cares
for her aging mother and worries about those around her, as she only wishes the best
for everyone she is in contact with. When talking to Emma, she said, “Very well, I am
much obliged to you. My mother is delightfully well; and Jane caught no cold last night.
How is Mr. Woodhouse?—I am so glad to hear such a good account” (Austen 125). As
a spinster, she is expected to care for the people around her, since she does not have a
family that requires her nurturing and she gladly takes time out of her schedule for
anyone. She is always checking to make sure everyone is doing well and this shows
that she has a caring side to her. Because she does not try to separate herself from the
role of spinster, she is showing reverence for the natural societal order; this allows
others to feel superiority and because of this, they willingly welcome her into their
homes.
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The attention bestowed upon Miss Bates shows that she holds a high place in
her community, even though this is rare for spinsters. There are many scenes that take
place in her little home, with characters continually going to visit her. As Heather
Klemann puts it, “Miss Bates represents a staple of the community, gathering public
favor as her humble home becomes the regular and often overcrowded place for the
novel’s characters” (515). The position Miss Bates takes on in Highbury is one that no
one else is able to compete with, as she tends to be the center of town knowledge and
serves as a mode of dispersing information to everyone. As an unmarried women who
always makes time for everyone else, she has created her niche within her little world.
This has given her the ability to know everyone and everything that is going on, and has
led to her gaining the admiration of most people and the goodwill of all. Because of this,
people are willing to go out of their way to make her feel like an equal, which is not
typical of someone in her situation.
Another one of her characteristics that makes her a popular person in the
town is her inability to keep gossip to herself. Since she is always visiting with the
people of Highbury, she is always gaining new information and then proceeding to share
with the next people she sees. At one point, news was told to Emma and “Miss Bates
being present, it passed, of course, to Mrs. Cole, Mrs. Perry, and Mrs. Elton,
immediately afterwards” (Austen 251). While she means no harm through her spread of
gossip, it is one of her defining traits and is another reason for her likability in the town.
People enjoy knowing everybody’s business and since Miss Bates is always around and
is easy to confide in, she is usually the person with a lot of information to pass on.
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While it would be easy for a woman who has fallen down the social hierarchy to
resist the changes she faces and become bitter, Miss Bates accepts anything that
comes her way with happiness. Her continuous positive attitude allows her to be
approved by her community and always wanted for company. During a scene
Emma said something very civil about the excellence of Miss Fairfax's
handwriting. "You are extremely kind," replied Miss Bates, highly gratified; "you
who are such a judge, and write so beautifully yourself. I am sure there is
nobody's praise that could give us so much pleasure as Miss Woodhouse’s
(Austen 82).
Through her words, Miss Bates proves herself as a very appreciative woman, who could
not let even the smallest compliment go by without an extensive display of gratitude.
Her “thanks” given after any kindness or service rendered makes the people of the town
feel like they are doing a lot of good in her life and encourages them to keep providing
for her. By treating Miss Bates like an equal, while looking out for her well being, they
are making themselves look like better people, which ultimately helps further their status
in the town; this allows Miss Bates to not feel like an outcast in a society where she
typically would not receive so much attention, while making everyone else feel like they
are doing their part in giving back to her.
While many people go out of their way to make Miss Bates feel comfortable in
her community, one character that struggles to warm up to her is Emma. At one point,
Emma is discussing Miss Bates and says, “she is only too good natured and too silly to
suit me; but, in general, she is very much to the taste of every body, though single and
though poor. Poverty certainly has not contracted her mind” (Austen 47). Miss Bates’
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poverty has been the main propagator of the beliefs that she is in a sorrowful situation
due to not being able to obtain a husband. Emma makes it clear that even though Miss
Bates is poor, the way she thinks is still pure and not tainted by her situation, unlike the
average spinsters, who would most likely not have such a positive outlook on life. While
her personality has not been affected due to the misfortunate economic situation she
has found herself in, she is quick to be disregarded as “silly” by Emma, who believes
that poverty and singleness combined equate to one of the worst fates for a woman. If
Miss Bates had found herself in a position similar to Emma’s and had been able to
make the choice to not marry, then she might have avoided the judgements that came
along with spinsterhood.
The main person to ridicule Miss Bates is Emma, who seems to find fault in all
areas of her life. While Miss Bates has treated Emma and her father with the highest
regard, Emma still insults Miss Bates whenever the opportunity arises. During one
scene, Emma says
If it would be good to her, I am sure it would be evil to himself; a very shameful
and degrading connexion. How would he bear to have Miss Bates belonging to
him?—To have her haunting the Abbey, and thanking him all day long for his
great kindness in marrying Jane?— 'So very kind and obliging!—But he always
had been such a very kind neighbour!' And then fly off, through half a sentence,
to her mother's old petticoat. 'Not that it was such a very old petticoat either—for
still it would last a great while—and, indeed, she must thankfully say that their
petticoats were all very strong’ (Austen 119).
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Through this passage, Emma displays many prejudices against Miss Bates, which she
uses to put herself in a position above Miss Bates. When she wrongfully believes Jane
will be marrying Mr. Knightley, she quickly hurls insults towards Miss Bates behind her
back. Through her use of the phrase “a shameful and degrading connexion” in regards
to Miss Bates she illustrates how lowly she views her and believes that someone in a
similar position to herself should not be in a deeper relationship with her, than what is
necessary to ensure she is provided for. During this rant, Emma also mimics Miss
Bates, in order to show what she believes are flaws in Miss Bates. She belittles the
profuse kindness and gratefulness Miss Bates bestows upon others. Through this,
Emma is highlighting the constant thankfulness that Miss Bates must provide, in order
to protect herself from falling out of the town’s good graces. Miss Bates is forced to bow
to others to keep receiving necessities, and Emma sees this as a flaw, shown by her
contempt of this trait. She then insults her speech, by pointing out how quickly Miss
Bates gets distracted and changes topics. She does not understand that this ridicule is
out of place due to Miss Bates lower status, and feels no guilt after she says it. Her lack
of empathy and understanding for the plight of spinsterhood and Miss Bates, in general,
exemplifies a deficit in her understanding of others. Emma is unable to put herself in the
shoes of Miss Bates, so she can not understand the severity of her insults.
Throughout the novel, Miss Bates is continually forced to suffer the
consequences that come along with her marriage status, while Emma openly declares
that she will never be married, and yet somehow escapes all ridicule and judgment,
unlike Miss Bates. This is displayed when comparing the introduction of both women
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into the novel. While Miss Bates description had revolved around her negative
characteristics, Emma’s was as follows:
Emma Woodhouse, handsome, clever, and rich, with a comfortable home and
happy disposition, seemed to unite some of the best blessings of existence; and
had lived nearly twenty-one years in the world with very little to distress or vex
her (Austen 2).
One of the reasons for this skewed treatment appears to stem from the position that
both women hold in their community. Emma has been born into a situation that has led
her to never fear the financial obstacles that many young women face due to economic
situations, so marriage for her will not provide any greater security than she already
has. Miss Bates, on the other hand, was born to a clergyman who was unable to
provide stability and economic security for her once he was dead. She had no money to
fall back on, and her lack of marriage led her to fall from her comfortable place in
society. The only way for Miss Bates to have escaped her present fate was to find a
husband, and since this did not happen, she is looked on as a failure by the people
around her. Emma, unlike Miss Bates, has the option to marry if she wants due to
having multiple suitors, but, for the majority of the novel, stubbornly refuses to even
consider the act of marriage as something she would partake in. Because she does not
want to marry based on her own accord, the people in her life do not reprimand her, but
instead support her in her ability to make choices for herself.
Emma’s quick dismissal of Miss Bates as a silly, older woman shows that even
though Emma plans to be single for the rest of her life, there is a difference between the
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situations they find themselves in. During one scene, Harriet compares Emma to Miss
Bates and she responds by saying,
To be an old maid at last, like Miss Bates! That is as formidable an image as you
could present, Harriet; and if I thought I should ever be like Miss Bates! so silly—
so satisfied—so smiling—so prosing—so undistinguishing and unfastidious—and
so apt to tell every thing relative to everybody about me, I would marry tomorrow.
But between us, I am convinced there never can be any likeness, except in being
unmarried (Austen 47).
Emma makes it clear that even though she and Miss Bates are not married, they are in
completely separate situations. The comment was taken as offensive by Emma, which
is shown by her defensive behavior. Critic Margaret Moore argues that “Emma's
resentment of the older woman's satisfaction with her dependent role seems
inexplicable unless we invoke the concept of projective identification” (579). She is
saying that Emma’s dismissal of Miss Bates is based in the fear of her one day being
seen in a similar light as her and struggling to cope with this idea. Technically, if she
chose not to marry there is a large chance she would be considered an “old maid” by
many people due to her relationship status. A part of Emma realizes that she could end
up in a similar situation to Miss Bates, minus the constant debt to others, but Emma
uses slander against her to make it appear that they are nothing alike. She is most likely
insecure of being seen as an “old maid”, so she is willing to put down the kind Miss
Bates to distance herself from it. While Emma does possess the funds to support
herself indefinitely, based on the cultural views of women that existed during the
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eighteenth century, she would still be looked down on because she is not “fulfilling her
natural duty.”
Though Emma would never face the harshest outcomes of spinsterhood, there
would still be consequences for her decision not to marry. Due to her economic security,
she would not rely on others to provide materialistic goods for her, like Miss Bates does.
She would be able to lead a comfortable life and make certain decisions for herself, but
without a husband to take the reins on certain matters, there are some aspects of life
where she would miss out. Men typically were the influencers of a family’s social
gatherings, and without a husband Emma would probably not be included in certain
groups. She would also lose some respect from community members, as it was a
common belief that a woman’s main goal was to marry and produce offspring. While she
would not find herself on the same level as Miss Bates is some regards, she would have
some shared consequences due to her lack of marriage. While Emma was quick to
announce that she would never find herself to be an “old maid,” she was only
considering a loss of rank, and not the social aspect. Her defensive behavior towards
the comparison of Miss Bates shows her realization that they will have some of the
same hindrances to lifestyle. She attempts to push this off by saying she is more well-off
than Miss Bates, but this does not control the beliefs held by others regarding the role of
a woman in society.
Through Emma, Jane Austen depicts the viewpoints of society towards
unmarried women during the eighteenth century, displays the consequences of
spinsterhood and shows that giving in to the natural social hierarchy allows for a less
tumultuous life, which are all highlighted through the character of Miss Bates. Through
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the comparison of Emma and Miss Bates, a distinction between a woman who chooses
not to marry versus someone who was not given the option showed that society viewed
marriage as an expectancy for women who could not provide for themselves. Miss
Bates, like other women who did not have the qualities to attract a husband, were
looked on as failures. While Miss Bates was able to rely on those around her for
essentials due to her obliging personality and the family she came from, many women
did not have this luxury. These women typically had severe consequences that included
a hierarchical fall in society and the inability to provide for themselves. For this reason,
many women took any means necessary, in order to secure a profitable marriage. One
of these women was Isabella Thorpe, who was constantly trying to gain the attention of
successful gentlemen and used manipulative tactics to get her way. While these actions
were reprimanded by society, there were women who were able to marry successfully,
while receiving no backlash. Charlotte Palmer exemplified this method of gaining a
husband, as she did not understand that she was participating in a competition to marry
above her means, which is what was considered acceptable. These three characters
were representative of the importance of marriage during the eighteenth century, and
their situations gave a look into the harsh realities women faced. Overall, the goal of
marriage was intended to be a woman’s top priority and she was expected to strive for
this, no matter the cost; those who failed had to suffer the many consequences and
unpleasant situations that came along with this.
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Conclusion

Jane Austen was one of the most influential and impactful writers of the
nineteenth century and used her voice to show faults within English society. While her
writing appeared to be idealistic regarding the simplicity of life, under this guise was
scathing social commentary and irony demonstrating the far from perfect social and
political systems. She conveyed the perilous nature of the society she was a member of
and displayed a serious need of structural reform. The members that were most
vulnerable to the shortcomings of eighteenth and nineteenth century English society
were women, who lacked agency and the ability to have independent financial security.
Due to this, women were forced to rely on men for their protection, furthering the
patriarchy that controlled them. This cycle was built to be difficult to break, and the only
escape was equal rights and education for women, which did not happen until way after
Austen’s time. Even though this was the case, Austen still was able to create
fundamental arguments for why there needed to be monumental shifts in society and
set the foundation for this change.
Throughout her novels, Austen’s most persuasive arguments regarded the
overturn of how the marriage market is handled. While she never stated her disregard
for the established way of marriage, it is evident when studying her female characters.
She uses these women to represent different aspects of marriage and the faults that
stem from each one. No matter the situation a woman found herself in, there would be
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ramifications. While the severity of these consequences varied, Austen proved the
disadvantage women in all positions found themselves in.
Through Isabella Thorpe, Austen sets up the “game” of marriage and the high
standards expected of women. She represents all women who were not born into
wealth, but realized the only way to enter that world was through marriage. Her fight for
the most successful gentleman she had access to showed the fears she suffered
regarding her precarious position within the social hierarchy. She knew her fate if she
failed to secure a husband, and went to extreme measures to prevent this. Her lack of
security and education meant that she was doomed to fall even farther down the social
ladder, and endure significant consequences. Austen’s contrast of Isabella and
Catherine Morland exemplified the difference between the understanding and lack
thereof of the seriousness of marriage for women. If women did not realize what was at
stake, they were more likely to make inescapable blunders that would eliminate all
potential suitors. For women who lacked education, they were confronted with many
societal obstacles that were put in place to prevent them from gaining a profitable
marriage.
Through Charlotte Palmer, Austen shows the requirements and effects of a
successful marriage. Due to her fortunate status at birth, Charlotte received
opportunities that many girls did not, such as a proper education. This superficial
education refrained from bettering her mind, but sharpened the skills men valued in
women, such as playing music and making art. These skills lost their purpose after
marriage, putting women at an automatic disadvantage. As women were not given skills
to further their intellect, they did not have the ability to find their voice and
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independence. While she married well and did not have to worry about being cared for,
she lacked compatibility with her husband and relinquished her agency to him. Austen’s
contrast of Charlotte to Lucy Steele demonstrated the effects of receiving versus a lack
of female education. Lucy, like Isabella Thorpe, was at a disadvantage on the marriage
market as a result of no education; this required these women to have to learn how to
survive in a world that did not favor their prospering. These women were reprimanded
by society and could not win the “game” no matter the outcome of their time on the
marriage market.
Through Miss Bates, Austen demonstrates the effects of losing the “game” and
becoming a spinster. She lacked appeal on the marriage market and suffered greatly
due to this. Women in her position experienced the reprimand of society for not
completing their one womanly goal, but when studying the structure of the marriage
market, it is no surprise that so many women were not able to marry. If they had not
been taught the proper ways to act or been able to strategically manipulate the system,
then they did not stand a chance of succeeding. Unlike many spinsters, Miss Bates
found herself in a position where she was taken care of by her community and included
in many aspects of their lives; this inclusion was due to her acceptance of her role as a
spinster and her submission to those in a position above her. On top of encouraging the
social fall of women who did not marry, they were also expected to welcome this new
role with humility. Spinsters who lacked a significant amount of wealth were pushed to
the bottom of the social hierarchy. Austen contrasts Miss Bates with Emma Woodhouse
to show that depending on the amount of wealth one had, it was possible to escape the
brunt of the fall down the hierarchy. As Emma had wealth and independence, she was
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able to make the decision to marry for pleasure, a choice that only few women
possessed. While she would not have to worry about security if she did not marry, the
social consequences were enough to accelerate her decision to marry. She realized that
she would still receive backlash from society due to the incompletion of her womanly
duty, and was not willing to face these repercussions.
In this thesis, I have shown the necessity of marriage during Austen’s lifetime,
while pointing out that there is not a way to fully win the “game” of marriage for a
woman. I have looked into many of Austen’s female characters and found that none of
them possessed the level of respect and agency that any men of this time had the
privilege of. These women were put at a disadvantage the day they were born, as a
result of their gender and there was no way to separate themselves from this. Through
these women, Austen demonstrates the significance of marriage in all situations in
which a woman could find herself. Isabella, Charlotte and Miss Bates represent the
different fates a woman of this time could expect to find herself in and there were no
perfect outcomes. Women found themselves in a catch-22 scenario no matter what
decision they had to make, and were not given the opportunity to have the freedom to
make the best decisions for themselves. Overall, the marriage system put in place was
not favorable to females and inhibited their prosperity for too long.
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